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the' Only newspaper

published in
CATRON county; N.

M.

VOLUME II.

m VOCATE

EESerye
TWO DOLLARS A YEAH

RESERVE, CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO,

MEEGHEM

THE NEW MEXICO STATE SENATE
The people of New Mexico are again called on to
elect candidates of their choice to offices in the state and
national governments. To select the best material from
those who have been nominated ; the man or the woman
who will work to the best interest of all in the county,
state and nation, and to know beyond peradventure of a
doubt that such person or persons for whom they cast
their ballot is the one best qualified by experience, by
training and by inclination, is the DUTY of every American citizen.
We want men in these offices, men who are progressive and who are capable of knowledge and who are
not rubber stamps.
A brief history of the Republican candidate for
the state senate given below is one which should claim
the attention of every voter regardless of politics.
C. T. Brown was born in Maine. He
came to Socorro in the spring of 1880 and
he has made New Mexico his home ever
since that time. He is a mining engineer of
national repute. He is a farmer; a cattle
man and a successful business man.
Mr. Brown is in charge of examinations
for the New Jersey Zinc Co. They have
properties in British Columbia, Central
and South America, Mexico and in every
important mining camp in the United
States.
Mr. Brown was for four years, from
1893 to 1897, chairman of the Board of
Regents of the New Mexico School of
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There are no new cases of whooping
The picnic planned for last Sunday
cough in Spur Lake, there have only was
postponed owing to the absence
Deen two
cases, and they never
of Miss Cleaveland and as it snowed
spread the disease.
that day it was well that it had been
Mr. and Mrs. Kemp of Salt Lake
If it warms up we will
postponed.
were visiting F. O. Howell's family, have a
picinic before we are forced to
also Hedrick Bros last Tuesday,
house up for winter.
Bros. James M. Reb and Carl
Fred Baldwin who had been absent
Graves have gone to Reserve, after a from Datil for several
days returned
weeks rest at the home of Geo. Monday from Socorro.
Hoosers. Bro. Reb preached a fine
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Anderson staysermon here Sunday which was
ed with Miss Rose Baldwin during Mr.
a
crowd,
good
Joyed by
Baldwin's absence
Mrs Andrew Wilbanks, Mrs. Jack
Datil has had a visit from most of
Burrows and Mrs. A. F. Kitchens were
the county delegates this past week.
at Mrs. Geo. Hooser's Wednesday.
August Kiehne and Uncle Bill Jones
Mrs. Bert Binnlon and Glen return were here over
Sunday and left Monfrom Alma Saturday with a load
day morning.
aPPes'
Miss Deatron Campbell
and Mr.
r, ana Mrs. earn combe,
came Blume were Datil
guests Sunday.
down Wednesday and took, Vida and Miss
Campbell visited the school and
Owren, back with them. The children reports it an excellent condition.
have been staying with Mrs. J. A Miss
Campbell was a guest of Mr. and
Bruce for several years. So Mr. Com Mrs.
Reynolds during her visit.
be, has rented the Ben Rogers place,
Mr. Simpson made a trip to Que- and has taken his children.
mado after men to work Saturday.
Mr and Mrs. Anderson of Reserve He had to
lay out on his return t. Daore in Spur Lake Sunday and
til and nearly froze to deaf.h.
Monday.
They spent the night with
Miss Cleaveland and Homer Stearns
Geo. Hooser and family. Mr. Ander
returned from Albuquerque tho first
son's family, used to live at Luna,
of the week.
and were neighbors of Geo. Hooser
Mr. ana Mrs. Hill Dickens were li
family.
Datil Monday going home from Mag
.
, i
eraii aia during
nis terms in dalena, Mrs. Dickens has her hair
the senate? The records do bobbed and looks about ten years
not show that. The records do younger.

I

AND PARTY
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RESERVE AND
0

SMILE AND THE
WORLD SMILES WITH YOU
NO NEED OF WEEPING

NUMBER 28'
GAUNT BUILDING

RES CROSS

DESTROYED

BY FIRE

A fire early Monday morn
ing destroyed the Gaunt
Through It Children Learn Patriotism,
Altruism and Generosity.

The Junior Red Cross exists for the.
purpose of muking good American citi
zens. This statement was made by aa
eminent authority In a recent answer
o me ques on -- vvnai w tne junior
Bed Cross?"
In the United States
f - -Rnnnrwvi
two
.
vv " ' mw.

.!.,

Division the memhenililn
of children
in this organizatio numbers 434,570
and here is some of the work these

The building was occupied
by the Reserve State Bank,
th6 Gaunt Pharmacy and the
Advocate plant. Mr. and Mrs.
Gaunt had their living quar-ters in the upper story of the
building and a number of
rooms had been furnished for
tne benefit of the traveling
T
nnk KA ...
The office of the COUnty Su- penntendent was also on the
upper tloor.
The tire started about six
a. m. from the heating plant in
the rear of the building.
It
wa3 difficult to obtain suffi-dent water and the fire soon
U

i--

Governor Mechem, Former
Governor Curry and T. C.
children do.
Brown, candidate for state
They support work In Europe to
senate from Socorro and Cat
children who are in need. They send
ron Counties visited Reserve
Christmas boxes of goodies to children
Frisco, Luna and other pre-P- r
wdo do not nave them,
lliey make
CinciS during tne weeK, maKshipments of garments abrond to thel
TVwj
nnr,trny
""
dedtltute children of
w V . j.
ing short addresses at each of
A
lo lne UUllUing was
Eurone. Rut this is not as Interesting "ouse
the places Visited. Governor
after
saved
to
nerhnns.
the
very strenuous ef- work
Americans,
as'
Mechem
Was the principal
on
tne
do
tort
One
at
of
whlch
home.
Juniors
the
part OI a DUCKet
speaker and discussed a num- the biggest problems in America today, brigade.
ber of the issues now before
The bank and pharmacy
according to experts, Is the tremen
the voters.
dous amount of malnutrition found was covered
by insurance, but
Governor Mechem said in
among the children of this country much of the
other, including
as
follows:
of the children of America
part
the part of the building reare malnourished, according to net mil
"Catron County owes its
was not.
The
Junior Red Cross, cently constructed,
existence to the Republicans.
county.
Most
of
the
and
other
type
Its
school
and
auxiliaries
A
through
few staunch Republicans
Mines.
growth classes, is seeking to eliminate valuable equipment of the Ad
living in Reserve and Socorro
Mr. Brown developed the Kelly camp
a large part of this malnutrition and vocate was a total loss.
All
J. R. Gaunt, Bill Jones, and
near Magdalena. When he went to the
nns succeeuea to a very grauiynig ex- - of the contents of the office of
Former Governor Curry ; came
lenu.
camp there were two men working. As
the school Superintendent, into Santa Fe and were able to
The Junior Red Cross also Is answer
many as 1,000 were employed in the camp
cluding the county school reshow
wherein the affairs of
ing the question of how to eliminate
after development.
Development was
was destroyed.
It 13
cords,
the precinct of Reserve and
Individual, group, racial and Interna- brough about by the discovery on the part
estimated that Mr. Gaunt will
li n tTnd nt rtt nvl of n ry ri rt no
f ltn
so
other
removed
show that Senator Jones was a Mr. and Mrs. Crawford went to
far
of Mr. Brown of what had been considered
precincts
suffer a loss of approximately
irom the county seat at bocor- - rubber stamp senator under Magdalena Saturday as usual. Mr. pie today. The polyglot character ofworthless lime. Tests proved the seeming
Amerlthe
th
of
$iO,UUU.UU.
personnel
average
ro could
be administered the Willson administration and Crawford will not be with the survey
worthless lime stone to be what is known
can school gives an excellent field for
more
and
the
he never at any time advocat-bi- ll crew from now on, but will remain in work of this kind and
economically,
as "Zinc replacement," which is a zinc
foreign children,
creating the county of Cat- - ed federal aid for you or for Magdalena for the winter.
carbonate. Over 200,000 tons of this ore
TO OUR FRIENDS AND
as well as
Americans,
ron
was
me
am
one
and
i
else in the state,
any
were shipt from the district.
signed by
Red Moore has returned to Datil learn what good citizenship is in their
SUBSCRIBERS
"Bursum did more in 18 and is
Junior Red Cross activities even more
glad that I did so for it has
The discovery opened up mines carryweek with Choppy
the
spending
served the end in a much bet- - months in the senate than
than they do in the patriotic exercises
ing "Zinc replacement" in other parts of
We had announced thru the
ter manner than I anticipated Jones has done during his en-- Eaton. Mr. Moore is out to build of their school room work. Loyal and
New Mexico, in Utah, California, Arizona
fence but if the weather keeps as serviceable citizenship, that absolute
News the disaster
Magdalena
it would De.
tire time there. Jones has cold as it has been, we doubt if he can essential to a
and Mexico.
democracy, Is be which
great
of
"The
New
never
visited
the Advocate
done
government
for
New
is
considered and authority
anythinsr
Mr. Brown
build such fence.
ing created In the breasts of these lit
Mexico is Republican. lt has Mexico but to talk.
where- on zinc ores.
morning
the
tle
Americans
Monday
plant
through
Mr. ana Mrs. Breltenbach gave a
been Republican for a long
is
d
Daviho
What do the people of Socorro and Cat- -'
"Judgo
junior Red Cross activities as it never m practically the entire plant
of years, and ft will re- - ing Senator Jones Is a good, party Tuesday to friends, and the
"'
ron Counties want in the state senate, a
and
was destroyed by fire
main Republican, for whether clean man and a man of abili- - younger set of Datil. They live in the "oneof
this .s the wort
man of proven success and ability or an
a ty. He is a man of splendid cabin built by Mr. Murray, and used the children are doing for the disabled that it would be impossible for
Democrat
a
send
or
you
experiment?
men in hospitals, for the another issue of the Advocate
Republican to the state senate mind. He was distrist attor-o-r last winter by Mr. Antila.
Mr. Brown has intimate acquiantance
crippled children who need to
legislature will make no dif ney for years. Judge Davis is Mr. Simpson made a trip to the Box sick and
be gotten out until another
with every Republican state senator which
in equipping play
ference so far as the majority far from being a politician, Bar ranch Sunday taking Mrs. Barnes help andso cheer,
is necessarily a big asset.
chil
little
that
plant had been installed. We
in either body goes. The ma- - He is capable of passing intel- - of the Lodge, with him as she had not grounds
dren of the congested districts are
are,
however, very pleased to
jority is now Republican and ligently on any and all of the seen that part of the country.
taught the Joy of a normal childhood. be
to announce thru our
able
it will not be changed by this question which come before
In
these
to
cerve othors
By learning
Saturday night, Landon Peters and and muny other ways, lessons of com own columns that, due to the
election.
S.
the
U.
Senate
and
he
should
LUNA
SPRINGERVILLE, ARIZONA
Russell Pullen took some of the girls munity spirit and
are kindness of Mr. Leslie Black
Much has been said by Mr. be sent there.
form Datil, chaperoned by Mrs. taught the growing boys aud girls of
Hinkle about cutting the tax
"The
nartv
Republican
burn, publisher of the MagdaMost of the children that have the valuation oi tne state, xnis is stands tor protection of the in Thomas, to the dance given by Mr. this country.
A very bad accident occurred in the
are
Juniors
lena
Another
the
Mrs.
and
doing
of
Ei
Greens
thing
News, we are able to
Gap.
Biggers
such dustnea of the country. That
school room Firday afternoon.
whooping cough are improving nicely all political buncombe,
Ieen Lawrence, Carol Cady and Rose Is assisting in the promotion of health pubilsh without interuption or
one
now
case
cut
new
and
not
since
to
the
T.
a
T.
N.
has been made
the last means protection to you who
Woods found a
cap
only
clean-ucam
Nelson were the guests. They report In their communities by
knowing what it was, she picked it last writing. And 'it is expected that possible limit. All representa- - are in the sheep and cattle a
and other civil undertakings. delay, regular weekly issues of
paigns
wonderful time, but were so cold
with her pencil when It exploded tak- school will start again next Monday. tives of the state, including business and if vou do not
On the whole, one of the most con the Advocate and it ia hoped
MinKie nimseii, and the state such protection foreign sheeD wehn they got back they were "all in.' structive pieces of work done In the that we shall be able to
ing off all her fingers and thumb from
give
We expect a storm now, because it Tax
Southwestern Division, American Red
her left hand and two fingers to the
Association, met for that and cattle raisers will soon run Mrs. Stearns returned to her
a better paper than
even
In the opinion
storms
when
you
thresh
the
up
they
year.
always
Cross,
during
and
besides
was
on
it
of
the right
business. Every
tearing
pass- you out
first joint
after visiting Mrs.
very purpose
Monday
of those who have studied the situn- - hag been possible in the past
so where in kingdom will dustry in the United States Cleaveland for several days.
a hole in her abdomen and cutting there.
Hon, is that among tne cnnaren, wnicn
her face in a number of places. She
Hinkle
make
must
cut?
further
Due to our very heavy loss,
be
foraerainst
protected
They expect to wait until the
"Uncle Bill" or "The Old Man" or has been carried on through the JunJ
was taken to the doctors office and
"Hinkle
industries
of
eign
argues
we
against
regardless
are
better
Cross
of
divisions
Red
lor
cough
request those who owe the
whooping
patients
"Mr. Chin Wiskers" just as you like,
chapters
her wounds dressed. She is getting before
high schools. He says that in what they may be or else the did not
and the school auxiliaries of Junior Advocate to honor our statego to thresh at Grunters
they
to
as
He
Datil
get
expected.
his day when a boy left the cheap, uneducated, and in has been so
along as well as can be expected, her burg and
members.
Spur Lake.
ments without delay. State
going to Old Mexico
condition is hopeful.
schools he was ready many countries of the old and with hia busy
graded
other
Datil
business
that
re
and
Brown
Burk
ments
will leave the post ofEdgar
Floyd
for college and that high world, slave labor would soon has missed him
A number of democratic candidates
IN
DIVISION
SOUTHWEST
for some time. He NURSE
turned
from
with
freight
Magdalena
schools
not
election
as
are
fice
were here again this week
COVERS BIG TERRITORY
necessary.
by the next mail and we
place you and me anad every better bring a few quilts for a bed or
Schools over the entire man of moderate means in the he
is nearine. Among them were Allie yesterday.
trust
that you will respond to
wont find one when he does corns.
Miss Mary Fltzsimon, Washington
Mineer candidate for Assessor, H. W.
Byron Adair went by car to Spring state have been greatly im- - same position.
and make immediate
our
call
Ben erville Sunday expecting to meet hi; proved, my friends, and they
"The tariff on wool, dressed The Indian Village has grown until County (Arkansas) Red Cross nurse, Is remittance.
for Representative,
Gibbons
one
of
the
terrl
In
of
largest
charge
Brown Jr. for Co. Treasurer, from St. sister, Miss Nettie from Grant3, N. M. will continue to be so long as mutton and beef, is a protection. now we iiave five tents and two tee'
,,
torles covered by one Individual In this
T
Johns, Willard Hamblin of Nutrloso, But returned without her and it is re iepuuiicans are m omce. ne- - to you. Auirauan mutton is pees. Kids swarm, and Its quite a capacity in the Southwestern Division,
stand for more cheap. Cattle can be bought picture to see the gay costumed arouna Ten towns are in her district and her
for Sheriff. Also Miss Ida Nelson, ported that she will return a week or publicans
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
better schools and in the Agentine Republic for the town. Most of the blankets have work covers all kinds of ailments and.
and
for
Co.
two
clerk
to
in
for
Adair
and
schools,
later
the
candidate
Treasurer,
Rep.
been
sold
from
loom
the
but
tor better teachers. Kepubh- $5.00 a head. Do you wish to
already,
FredT. Colter for Senator returned Adair Co. Store.
Illnesses, serious and simple, as well as Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
two more are being made. They have
cans
stand
for
and
with
Do
them?
vou
compete
progress
general sanitation and health Informa
during the week from a trip over the
Zack Farr and his family went to
October S, 1922.
a
beside
fire
loom
cold
winter.
the
this
tion.
of
the
the
for
stand
of
end
the
do
north
county.
Republican
history
protection or
you
Notice is hereby given that Francis
St. Johns Tuesday to stay until school
one
The
well
of
neighborhood co Landavazo,
people
state arm ueueve in tanil ior revenue
of Datil, Horse Springs
K. C.
returned Sunday starts again. Mrs. L. A. Brown went party, national,
Maxwell
are
In
Washington County
particularly New Mexico, who on September 14,
has proven that with- - only? If you want protection TOO YOUNG MEN KIPNAP-PEfrom a hunting trip with a fine 9 with them as far as Eagar to visit a county
Miss Fltzsimon for having
Indebted
to
1922, made additional homestead entry
out question or doubt.
If you want prosperity and
few days with her son, Wm. Brown.
ON THE STREETS OF discovered a contaminated water sup No 023035 tor township 4 S., Range
point deer.
Jones who is progress, vote the Republican
"Senator
Illwhich might have caused the
13 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Mrs. W. E. Wiltbank went to Greer
CHICAGO AND THEIR ply
on the De- - ticket. If you want the other
Leslie Cooper of Pheonix (the Ariz seeking
notice of intention to make final three
ness of the entire community.
Saturday to visit relatives a few days. ona Post Office inspector) his wife mocratic ticket was out here vote the Democratic ticket,
GLANDS REMOVED
In cases where contaminated water year proof, to establish claim to the
described, before Justin- Mrs. Thos. E. Campbell, wife of the and the Holbrook post master came and he told you that if elected
"Senator Jones is a reaction
supplies were not discovered In time, alnd above U.
S.
Commissioner, at
It is reported thru the medi Miss Fltzsimon has been able to offer iano Baca, New
Gov. from Pheonix, Mr. and Mrs. in Sunday 22nd to Inspect our Post to office he would give you a ary, that is he seeks to undo
Mexico, on the 22nd
Magdalena,
has
an
Inoculation
which
from the Grant political progress and we cer- cai journals tnat two young
Clark J. Bonner and A. M. Chandler of Office. Mr. Cooper found everything highway
of November, 1922.
so successful In the army as a day
Claimant names as witnesses:
Log Angeles returned to their homes in good condition and books all posted County line to the Ocean to tainly do not want that kind of men were siezed on the streets been
means of stamping out this disease.
B. E. Sanchez,
Francisco A. San
Saturday, after spending a few days up to date. The post r.iaster being Ocean highway; More pout;- - men in office. The Republican of
A group of trachoma cases discovChicago and taken to a
chez, Laureano A. Sanchez, Susan A.
Jones knows party stands for progress and
of the hunting season the guests of a,way, the asst. post mistress naa cal buncombe.
ered in July by accident Is being suc- Sanchez, all of Datil, New Mexico.
at everything In charge. The party of and many of you know that for new blood in office from nearby building where certain
,Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Thompson
Nemecla Ascarate,
cessfully treated. The mother of this
"
is
were
to
there now available from the time. The Democratic leaders glands
their lodge at Greer.
three went on horse back Monday
removed, pre family already had lost her sight, but
Register.
Tuesday. Forest Service funds for Cat- - in New Mexico have been the sumably for transplantation.
the other members probably will be not
Carl Hawes was down from Greer Blue Arizona, returning
ron County, $110,000 for such same for twenty years; Jones, What is the world
much the worse after the treatment li
FORECLOSURE 8ALE
.this, week electioneering for his bro- They then went to Spur Lake and
coming to? finished.
back and left Wednesday morning.
ther1 M. O. Hawes who is a candiproject ana tor the improve- - Hinkle and others.
is
If
of
A number
men wb
your vitality
depleted
"Now my friends, you know
Mr. Cooper was here two years ago. ment of roads throughout Cat- F. L. Wardlaw, receiver of the W.
date for Sheriff on the Rep. ticket.
who your friends are. You In and you suffer from lassitude, have not received their compensation J. Andrus estate, sold at publio aucHe inspects the P. O. here as he goes ron County.
Dr. H. B. Kauffmann a former phydisabled
other
and
soldiers
wanted
who
"Of the $2,000,000 bond is- - Catron County want vour lack of pep and ambition. If assistance or vocational
to Blue to save the New
in
sician of this place came in from through
training alsa tion, In front of the post office
from sue Catron County will get its county to progress. You wish you feel the need of
Mexico Inspector a trip here
20 to the highon
reOctober
C.
cared
the
on
were
for
business.
summer
D.
am)
Magdalena,
being
during
Friday
Washington
Reserve.
propotionate share according to know that you have friends juvenated; of bringing back spring.
est bidder for cash, 1200 owi, 475
John C. Coleman went to Pheonix
to
the tax value of its property, in Washington and at Santa
230 yearling xteers. 250 year
calves,
the
Miss
Catron
Deatron
to
Campbell,
was
he
accompanied
Sunday,
GAME SEASON
Senator
knew
these
who have given the youth and vigor you once
Jones
friends
Fe;
70 bulls and 22 horses, to
heifers,
ling
by Miss Ora Averett who has County school Supt. passed through
things and he presumed on the you .this splendid county and enjoyed; you who seek these
satisfy the Plaintiffs judgement in the
spent the past two months here, the from Reserve to Spur Lake.
fact that you did not. hence his who are guarding your
things; you who would resort Tne season lor quail will be open sum of $43,066.91.
guests of relatives and Is returning
ests. THEN VOTE THE RE- - to
Part of the threshing crew from
"I will do it."
that
J. S. Todd, of Fort Worth, Texas,
gland operations; come to from November 1st to Decembr 31st.
to Los Angeles where she attends Sam Browns ranch came down tonight
"Senator Jones has prom- - PUBLICAN TICKET."
The deer and wild turky season will was the highest and but blldor and
in
Catron
Reserve,
school.
County,
C. T Brown, candidate for
reporting a break in the machine. It ised you federal aid in these
not open until November 20th and will bought the cows and calves for $33.26,
Miss Attella Wiltbank returned to was only a slight break however, and matters if he is returned to the the state senate and Former New Mexico and all manly vionly be open ten days, closing on No
cows, $25., yearling heifers, zo.
Miami, where she has a position in the they expect to finish
the threshing U. S. Senate.
Let's see, did Governor Curry made short gor, the bloom of youth and vember 30th. Get your old trusty dry
steers, $28.26 bulls, $37.60 and
yearling
there tomorrow.
Insperatlon Hospital at that place.
Senator Jones ever invoke fed- - addresses.
the joy of life will return.
ready so you will lose no time.
horses $16.
Q
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THE RESERVE

Gobi Monster
Was 'Lowbrow'
Minute

Brain-Bo-

in

x

Five-Fo-

ot

Skull Found in Asia. Says
Museum

Expert.

DUG UP IN NURSERY

OF MAN

inhabited the regions adjoining central

Asia or are known to have come from

that direction within comparatively recent times," said Doctor Mntthewa.
"The lowest types and most primitive
types of man surviving are In the parts
most remote from the center.
The llesperoplthecus, or newly reor higher anthropoid
ported
of Nebraska, left his home In central
Asia a million years or so ago and migrated by way of Bering straits, then
probably a solid land bridge, from Asia
to this continent. The pithecanthropus of .lava, supposedly half wuy between an anthropoid uud human type,
also left Asia within a million years
und migrated to .lava, probably then
part of Asia, but later cut oh" when the
Indian oivun moved Into Its present
The eanthropus of southern
place.
Kngland, the Heidelberg man of the
glacial deposits of Germany, the neanderthal man ami other primitive men
probably were driven out of Asia by
the uprising of stronger types.
Finally num. In his most primitive
shape the Hottentot, the Bushman,
was driven out of the
the Andaman
human nursery.
The better strain of the devolplng
human stock Is believed to have re- ape-ma-

of American Musaum of
Natural History Gives Basis for
Desert
Belief
That Great
Cradled Human Race.

Paleontologist

New York. The monster with the
kail five feet Ions, whose remains
wfcre found on the Gobi desert, was not
ilW'lnBulshed by uieiitul power uud
probably hud a colossal catliiK equipment but a minute hraln hox, according ro Dr. V. U. Matthews, paleoutolo-t'is- t
of the American Museum of Nat-

ural History.
This feiunt, known as the Italuclil- thMrhliM frnlii Ihx f.'lrt that ItS OIll.V
previous remains were discovered in
KaliK lilstan. India, has been represented previously by
few leg bones anil
other fragments of a skeleton, ljut the
flint skull on record Is that found by
From the le
the liiuseuai party.
11

bones It was Identified as 11 IiIk' mammal of the rhinoceros tribe, about the
height of a bin elephant. L'nlike the
rhinoceros of today, the
bulky Ilaluchltberiuin stood on lonif
le-- s
like these of an elephant. In
order to b able to browse am! root
from that height it needed a head and
neck of tremendous size and length,
KUch
us the elephant would have to
have If It were not luckily provided
with n trunk.
An Orphan Among Fossils.
The dinosaur remains found by the
party ure probably more important
thau that of the Uulucliitheriuni, according to Hector Matthews, although
uo detailed report on them has yet
The
been cabled to this country.

Haluchlthcrlum has no near relatives
among the fossils found on the American continent up to the present. It Is
believed thut many new dinosaurs have
been discovered In the ravines and foothills of the (iobl.
This region of central Asia is believed by l he museum party to be the
nursery of most of the animals and
the original home of the human race.
Some evidence Unit It was the great
breeding place of mammals has been
found, but no bones, skulls, relics or
tools have so far come to light to indicate that this was the part of lli
world where the human race first deThe Gobi desert Is a region
veloped.
of continental proportions und it may
require hundreds of years of work by
hundreds of expeditions to master the
secrets about the early life of man believed to be entombed under Its hills
and plateaus and which may be ex
posed along Its water courses.
The belief that man first rose In this
region bus long been held on many
grounds, hut the theory has been greatly elaborated by Dr. Henry Fairfield
Unborn, president of the museum, Doctor Matthews and other American
scientists.
The argument which they have
worked out In great detail Is (hat the
cow, sheep, dog, cut and horse appear
to have been domesticated in tha Gobi.
The older basis for the theory is the
tradition of many races that they come
from this region. The East Indian tradition, with some evidence to support
it, is that India was populated by men
from the north. The Chinese tradition
U that the Chinese came from the
west. The early settlers In the Mediterranean and Mesopotamia are believed to have originated In north central Asia. This region, now called the
Gobi desert, Is not a desert In the com.
mon sense of the word, but H partially
Inhabited region resembling Montana
and Wyoming. It was probably very
different ten thousand, or n hundred
thousand, or a few million years ago.
"The highest types of the human race

WInsted, Conn. The clerk of
the Court of Common Pleas In
Torrlngton locked Judge Bernard E. Hlgglns In the safe
when he went out to lunch the
other day, and then sat down o
a New England meal such that
40 minutes later he hadn't even
thought of going back to work.
The judge betan talking the
second the safe was closed on
him, und be was still expressing
his opinion at the top of his
lungs half an hour later. lie expressed It so loudly that the
Janitor flnnlly heard tils comments clear through the heavy
door of the Rafe.
The Janitor tore the clerk
away from bis meal and brought
him buck on the run, very apoloHut being let out only
getic.
simplified the Judge's task of
giving vent to his feelings.

nmined in the Asiatic home until a few
thousand years before the dawn of history, when human beings of excellent
brain power and physique were poured
from the north Into Mesopotamia and
about the Mediterranean, migration following migration until all the ancestors of the best stocks of today were
emptied from Asia into Europe.

mil movement

AsFormer Flyer, Now a Scientist,
serts That No Medicine or New
Just
Glands Are Needed
Find Proper Balance.
A-

-

to live 200 years?
Here's how you can do It.

is penetrability. I'very-thinthe universe Is in a perpetual
state of movement.
This perpetual
movement is caused through the ability of one substance of a lesser (tensity
penetrating another substance of a
greater density.
"We have light, a lesser density,
which penetrates air; which penetrates water, less easily, and iene-- t
rules steel not at all. So we see that
there are some substances which penetrate and some 'which do not. A hand
jienetrutes the air when waved. This
penetration causes displacement and it
causes two factors, namely suction
and pressure.
"Now, the earth Is formed by suction and pressure, as well .lis the solar
system: When we fill our lungs we
suck In air. When we exhale we press
it out. The heart works exactly the
same way as the lungs, nlthough the
authorities will take Issue with me In
this statement. The heart presses the
blood out through the arteries and
sucks It back, very much as a pump,
through the veins.
"We are built up by the Ruction
movement.
We are torn down by the
pressure movement. As long as we can
keep building up the suction movement, as fast as the pressure movement breaks down, we do not age.
About tha Balance.
"Now there Is a certain balance, a
medium.
It Is tills balance which I
term 'lost pause,' which I have been
working on for the last 30 years. 1
have lately come to realize that a person can stay at Ids maturity and live
more or less Indefinitely if he only
keeps or retains this balance or 'lost
pause.' If you cun keep yourself nt
that point where suction balances
pressure you can live longer, how
much longer I am not prepared to
state, because It varies, naturally,
with individuals.
"When one organ does not synchronize with other organs one begins to
lose bis 'lost pause.' One's heart, kidneys, liver, lungs and all must work
In unison, anil it Is In this unison that
health Is found.
"There are three ways to bring
about perfect unison exercise, nourishment and rest. The perfect balance
between these three is the secret.
"Edison says he sleeps but four
hours. If this Is so he rests enough
to make up for his few hours of sleep,
(me must learn exactly liow much
sleep and rest one requires,
"Exercise also should be regulated
according to Ihe Individual.
"Nourishment Is merely n matter of
bringing Into your system that which
your system requires. Now this nourishment must balance the exercise. If
one day one tnkes more exercise, one
must take more rest and nourishment
to offset It. One must learn to absolutely synchronize these three.
"No one can tell you how to do this.
Every one must learn to he his own
physician. You cannot learn tills over
night. It takes time and study to learn
the perfect balance. Hut we all can
learn it, and It Is worth learning, for
it brings health, happiness and a long
life. This synchronizing Is really nothing but the balance between the power
of pressure and power of suction. And
It is Unit balance which is culled
health."
g
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'LAW OF PENETRABILITY' RULES

Want

i

New York. Every man and woman
should live at least 200 years if they
can solve the Correct ratio between
nourishment, exercise and rest. This
is the belief of Alfred W. I.uwson,
who heretofore lias won considerable
recognition In the Held of aeronautics
and now turns ids attention to science

and long life.

The law of penetrability, according
who built ami navigatto Mr. Law-son- .
airliner from Mied a
lwaukee to New York and return, Is
the key to perpetual movement, not
common unperpetual motion in the
word.
Everything
of
the
derstanding
In the universe moves according to
that law, says Mr. l.awson, no matter
whether It Is a blood corpuscle or the
solar system, and that law determines
the life of man.
Mr. LawHon has been working over
that law for H0 years, nod says only
he
recently he has found how It can
woman or child
applied by any man,
Into check decomposing elements nnil
crease the length of life of a person
many times over. A man, for Instance,
sixwho ordinarily would live fifty or
to at
ty years can lengthen bis life
least two ' Mildred years.
this, no medicine,
To accomplish
Is
monkey glands or fountain of youth
It
needed, according to Mr. l.awson.
is up lo each man to Just understand
the niiturnl law which permits film to
live anil move ami apply It to himself.
Explains His Theory.
Following Is the way Mr. l.awson explained his theory :
"The principle which causes perpet- -

NEW MEXICO

Has Never Felt
From
Better in All
Depart
Girlish Frocks Her Life

Clerk Locks Judge in
Safe and Goes to Dinner

We All Should
Live 200 Years
Just Question of Correct Ratio
Between Food, Rest and Exercise, Says A. W. Lawson.
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Fashions are becoming more sophis
ticated. The flapper has met a for
midable rival In the woman. So this
winter, writes a fashion correspondent
In the New York Tribune, may see
the passing of the flapper type of
dress.
All of the new styles show a strong
tendency to depart from the Juvenile
types so prevalent during the past few
rears. They embody dignity and Importance, two characteristics which of
late years have been almost entirely
lacking In dress.
The long skirt and the many variations of drapery now In use have
helped to bring about these changes.
The Important part played by drapery
rather handicaps the amateur dressmaker. No more can she hope to be
Sressed in the height of fashion In
the simple chemise frock which she
made so easily. No she must Include
in her wardrobe gowns draped on classic lines.
The ways In which drapery has
vacillated In the, position that it shall
take In regard to the dress Is somewhat astonishing. It began by adorning the side of the frock. After assuming numerous other positions It
now elects to make the front the most
Important part of the gown.
Circular Effects Obtained.
Many think It comparatively easy
to popularize a new style and that
women are waiting to welcome anything new and striking in dress. This
Is not so. A real change In fashions
It
is brought about very, very slowly.
is months, sometimes a year, after a
style is shown before It is accepted
even In a limited way. Take, for Instance, the circular skirt. Two years
ago designers put their best effects
Into models with circular skirts in an
endeavor to make this fashion popular, and during the intervening time
the best creators of styles have from
time to time tried to force them. Hut
It is only this autumn that we see this
type of skirt making real progress.
It Is not unusual to see skirts that
are plain and tight across the back
with circular panels In the front and
at the sides, thus making a compromise between the straight line and the
circular.
While daytime dresses show
godets and front drnpings,
there Is a strong tendency toward
really wide skirts for the evening.
Skirts are very long. Lanvln, always the exponent of youth in dress,
makes her models longer than those
of any other drsmnker In Paris. So
see the- extremely
we, may expect?!
frock tnken up by young
girls. This always In favorable to the
-

d

Thousands of frail, nervous people
and convalescents everywhere have
testified to the remarkable power of
tendency In dress Is of pure Greek Tanlac In bringing .back their health,
In
the
Inspiration,
drapery falling
and working efficiency.
It
classic lines from the right shoulder. strength,
seems to quickly Invigorate the conThis Is a Potret model In rose, blue stitution and
Is a powerful foe of
and white silk, with a very unusual weakness. Mrs.
Mary Choklat, 1415
trimming consisting of crocheted N. Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.,
bands wrapping about the shoulders.
says :
"Before I took Tanlac, I was so
Trimming.
Hats as well as dresses have corny, weak I had to be helped from one
room to another. My nerves were
trimd
under the Influence of
shattered and my digestion so poor I
Some unusual trimmings apming.
pear. A lace scarf tied in a tailored was almost afraid to eat anything,
bow on a plain velvet hat Is quite out but now I am In perfect health and
of the ordinary.
Following In the will always be grateful to Tanlac."
There Is not a single portion of the
body that is not benefited by the
helpful action of Tanlac. It enables
the stomach to turn the food into
healthy blood, bone and muscle, purifies the system and helps you back
to normal weight. Get a bottle today
at any good druggist. Advertisement.
one-side-

WITH "DIAMOND DYES"
Each package of "Diamond Dyes" contains directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her worn, shabby dresses,
Bkirts, waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
coverings, draperies, hangings, everything,
even if she has mnever dyed before. Buy
T i
in-.,l. i
nu uim-hum IViart
J:.
uiamonu jjyeH
perfect home dyeing is sure because Dia
ore
io
mond Dyes
guaranieco noi
nii,
lane, streaK, or run. ieu yum uin.
whether the material you wish to dye is
wool or silk, or whether it is nnen, couou
or mixed goods. Advertisement.
Happy.
"That old fellow says lie is not lonely
any more."
"Got a wife?"
"(lot ii radio set." Louisville Courier-Journal.

train of the long trailing scarfs used
on hats during the past summer, the
ends of this lace scarf fall to the
wearer's knees. This Is a simple type
of hat. but extremely picturesque and
graceful.
Metal lace la far more popular in
autumn millinery than it deserves to
he, for nothing less practical ns a hat
trimming could well be Imagined.
hats of the
Many of the'
Second Empire period show
trimmings in the form of birds or clusters of small feathers.
Great extravagance is apparent In
the lavish use of fur trimmings on
this autumn's clothes. Chinchilla and
monkey heod the list. Monkey in
blnek is still a big leader, though
gray and sable color will be much In
demand. Narrow double fringes of
monkey set together with a fancy
braid are much used as a trimming.
There Is every Indication that many
short capes will be worn that Is,
cape collars nearly large enough to
be considered wraps. It Is In these
pieces that the furrier shows his artistry In making patterns In one fur
and filling the Interstices with a second fur.
The New Coiffure.
Halrdressing has always played an
important part in the history of fash-IoToday the coiffure and Its appendages are receiving even more attention than usual. Aside from the fact
that a woman's appearance Is either
made or marred by the manner In
which she dresses her hair, there was
bound to be a keen reaction from the
In-

generally accepted this year because
It Is undoubtedly a trying fashion.
Matching Headdress for Gown.
Many women will not he willing to
adopt this mode of halrdressing In the
daytime, but will, aided by one of the
new hair bunds, find It quite attractive In the evening. These bands are
velvet leaves
made of
s
colored to match the gown, of
and velvet combined, of metallic brocades, sliver lame, flowers and
feathers, ns well as all sorts of pearl,
crystal and colored beads.
Occasionally the maker of the
gown designs a headdress to acWith the wide choice
company It.
which obtains In the selection of hulr
ornaments and bandeaux and the opportunity of having a real artist create
a suitable one, there Is no longer any
necessity for wearing anything Inappropriate or unbecoming.
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Showing the French Frock of Plaited
Crepe de Chine.
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VETERINARIAN!

The Cutter that
Laboratory
Knnvi Htxv"
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California

(U. S. License)

Berkeley

NO DYE

To restore gray or
faded b air to original color, don't um
danger-ai- ii
dye nmlt a. bottle
or

Safe as water-ap- ply
Hair Color Restorer
it and watch results. .At all good tlruggleta
Chirt. Hkt.rn.Ttaa,
7&c,ordlrectfrom

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on
package or on tablets you ure not getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by physicians over twenty-twyears and proved sufe by millions for
Headache
Colds
Toothache
Lumbago
Rheumatism
Earache
Pain, rain
Neuralgia
Accept "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin"
only. Each unbroken package contains
proper directions. Handy boxes of
twelve tablets cost few cents. Drug100.
gists also sell bottles of 24 and
Asperin Is the trade mark of Bayer
Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester oi
Sallcylicacid. Advertisement.
Through.

"That saxaphone pluyer does tilings
with an air."
"He certainly does! Murders it!"

Important to Mothersbottle

of
Examine carefully every
CASTOWA, that famous old remedy
for infants and children, and see that It

(

Signature
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
At Bridge.
"Mr. Flubdub u.ver makes it any-

thing but clubs.'
"A result o' fhe golf habit."

Too Much.

"What makes Flubdub so grouchy?"
"All this glad stuff by current writers."

WL.DOUGLAS
567&8 SHOES OS
are actually demanded year after

year by mure people than any other

iUoe

in tne woria

because B;?yra
are
they

workmanship

Proteotlon against unreasonable profits Is guaranteed by
the prloe stamped on every
pair.
Years of Batlflfactory serrloe
hare gtren them confidence
In the nhoas and Id the proteotlon afforded by (he W.L.
Douglas Trade JTftrlt.

W.L.DOUGLAS
Into all of our U0 stores at
factory cost. We do not muke
OUO UBiii-u- i
muim uiimi
noes are soia to you. it
worth dollars for you to
remember
that wuen you
buy shoes at our stores
IOUPATONLT ONE PROFIT.
NomatterwhereyouHyeshoe
dealers oan sutipiy you with
W.UDouglas shoes Theycost
no more in San Francisco
than they ito in New England,
our 7 and
mMPAPF
AIVE Bll0eB withany
lUlTlX
$10 or $12 shoes made.
TV)
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K
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A
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noYS.

94.00

hhors

V V4.AU
W.L tougleu nam
and portrait U the
bat tnovn thoe1
Trad Mark in (ft
world. It standi Jor
the highest standard
of quality at the Jow--i
est possible cost.
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uti Ik tm (Hat

no
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W.UDouglas shoes, itrtt
for exclusive rights to W.L.Iinuglaa AAacC.
handle this quick selltng,
10 Spark Street
Broohlon, JftMS.
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BEAUTY IN U VICKY BOX
"KRBMOLA" Is a medicated snow white eream
tlmt doos wonders for the complexion. ABemovos
wnnder-- f
plmplPB.eciseniii, etc,
tun,
FRKM BOOK LOT.
faoa bWh.
OR. C. H. BE WRY C0.t297S Mlchlfn vnu, CHICAGO.

IT VnilD Uses "Cutter's"
Serumsind Viccinesheia
Ii
WWII doinn his best to conserve your
II II llllll
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Designers are trying to do away
the popular bateau neckline,
ind In their endeavor have introduced
several Interesting outlines for the
necks of dresses, among the most
effect. There
being the
Is the deep
neck cut high
it the hack and extremely low in
front. This type requires a gllet or
Far East Must Join Church.
Vladivostok, Siberia. General
modesty piece, as the French call It.
A new French frock In which the
dictator of the I'rlmorin, has is
effect Is exaggerated almost
sued a decree declaring that all residents of the Ear East must be mem- to the point where It becomes bizarre,
bers of the church, hoping by this Is Important, as it stresses the strong
effects In
means to oomiten.rt the growing In- tendency toward
and Commun- doth neckline and sleeve. On one side
fluence of Bolshevism
Another decree abolishes cap- the dress Is cut so high that It nearly
ism.
forms a collar and slopes so fur to the
ital punishment.
npposlte side thut it fulls over the
The right side shows one
The organist of one of London's shoulder.
churches Is a hoy of thir- long, tight sleeve, while tMere Is no
Lorado Tuft, sculptor, has at lust found a model v.hnin he considers just
who has never bad a lesson la ulei'W' for the left side.
right for a typical "Miss Chicago" to complete a large figurehead for,the city, teen,life.
Another model emphasizing this
his
and before long the work will be finished

e

Say "Bayer" and Insistl

d

bobbed-hai-

Relief
Sure
FOR INDIGESTION

inn

Gown in Blue and White Crepe
Steel Ebmroidery.

mccess of a fashion, because all women like to appear youthful, and the
ityle that youth elects to make its
wn Invariably becomes the prevailing
node.
Deviate From Bateau Neckline.

jjim wi jui,

Elgin, Term. '1 can say that Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and
the Pleasant Pellets have been the mean
of restoring my health. I was weak and
n,
naa such headaches, and my
kidneys were out of order. It was a mistakery for me to walk around. I began
ing the 'Golden Medical Discovery' and
me
on
and
the 'Pleasant Pellets'
they put
the road to good health right away. I
want to speak a good word for Dr.
Pierce's remedies to all sufferers."
Harrison Shepard, R. F. D. 1, Box 18.
Start right by obtaining this 'Discovery at once from your neighborhood
druggist in tablets or liquid, or write to
Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo,
N. Y., for free medical advice.

Autos Increase In Belgium.
Belgium's Increase In automobiles
The Greatest Opportunity.
since the wur has been almost 100 per
A little child Is always a sacred
cent, and now there is one automobile charge, and there Is no greater opporfor every 230 inhabitants.
tunity than to direct a young mind
through wholesome growth to a realization of the abundance of life.
SHE DYED A SWEATER,
SKIRT AND CHILD'S COAT

r
vogue.
deed, It would hardly seem appropriate to combine the more dignified
types of dresses and their lengthened
and draped lines with anything but
real dignity In halrdressing.
In Paris nt the present time the
fashion Is to draw the hair back tightly to reveal the ears. For some time
past even the woman who was the
fortunate possessor of beautifully
shaped ears was compelled to dress
her hair so as to completely conceal
them.
In the winter of 1921 this mode of
'
halrdressing was affected by many
smart women, particularly In Paris,
but was not token up very widely, nor
with much enthusiasm. There Is still
some doubt ns to whether It will be

Real Type of Chicago Discovered

Harrison Shepard.
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Do your decorating with
the nationally accepted
wall tint in beautiful
nature colors artistic,
sanitary, economical,
and durable.

elrelm printed
in rmd.

Instead of Kalsomine orWall Paper
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DENVER, COLO.
Sold by Leading Dealers

Winter Garments
Dyed Now
Much Cheaper
Hie
1317

'

Model

Cleaners and Dyers

KROADWAY,

DENVER,

COLO.

Uoiuiuerciul Inquiries answered and
Information gladly furnished without
lost. Address any firm above.
Corn Is Popular Crop in Colorado.
Denver.
Corn still Is the most pop
ulur crop in Colorado, more farmers
raisin); corn than any other single crop
grown in the state. Reports of county

assessors to the State Immigration
Department show 28,213 farmers grow
Ing corn, compared with 28,091 last
year.
Wheat ranks second in popularity,
there being 20,273 farmers reported as
growing the crop. The number grow
ing winter wheat was 10,092, while
14,901 reported spring wheat. Since
good many farmers grow both
and spring wheat, the total num
ber growing wheat is considerably less
than the sum of those reporting winder and spring wheat.
While more farmers raise corn than
any other crop, the total acreage de
voted to wheat is much larger than
that deoted to corn, being 27.10 per
cent of the total acreage under culti
vation. Assessors this year reported
1,981,052 acres of wheat, of which 1,551,825 acres was winter wheat and
429,827 acres spring wheat. The acre
age of corn reported is 1,100,978.
These are the largest acreages ever
reported for these crops.
Bridge Will Be 685 Feet

"You cannot eee, your own
LOVE OF BROWN LEA.F
beauty or you would not complain, and
I am glad you were not carried off,
-NCE on a low branch of a tree In
the woods hung a leaf. It had not because you have made me forget thai
thrived as did Its brothers, and so It I am unhappy and I shall not be again
If I have you to look upon."
grew to be very lonely and sad.
"Oh, I am so glad If I have been of
One day It was swinging in the wind
wlien it heard a sob right under It, some, use." said the Flower. "But why
end looking It saw a purple flower should you be unhappy A'hen you I:nve
so many brothers up there with you?"
growing there.
"Do you not see that I am not hand"Why aro you so sad?" asked the
some like my brothers?" replied the
troubles.
own
Its
leaf, forgetting
"I am not large and green as
''You are so pretty and sweet to look Leaf.
they are. I am small and 1 am turning
upon that you should not cry."
brown before my time."
"1
am alone," answered
Purple
"Oh, but you look beautiful to me,"
Flower. "Some one came along and
the Flower.
"You are nearer
replied
take
not
did
and
sisters
my
picked
to me than your brothers.
Why I do
believe you are going to drop off, and
if you do you will drop right down beside me."
"If I can do that 1 shall never be
sorry that I did not grow strong and
handsome like the other leaves," said
the Leaf. "I have wondered for a
long time what would become of me
If I dropped down there, where before
I met you It looked so dreary."
Before the two little friends could
say more along cume a breeze and
snapped off the last link that held the
Leaf on the branch and down It
beside
the Purple
dropped close
Leaf.

Life of' Many Structures Shortened
by Infrequent and Improper
Treatment
United States Department
(Prepared by the
ot Agriculture.)
The life of many steel highway
bridges Is materially shortened because of Infrequent and Improper
painting, says the bureau of public
roads of the United States Department
Knch year a consider- of Agriculture.
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Needing practically no digestion, it
gets to work and revives you quick.
Full of energy and iron both good
and good for you. Just try a box.

Little

Sun-Mai-

ds

Raisins

"Between-Meal- "

5c Everywhere

Had Your
Iron Today?
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only 05 of a million dollars or more. PROBLEMS IN ROAD BUILDING
During 1920, due to the dropping and
passing of dividends resultant from the Officials of State Organizations and
the poor millionaires
PITYSome
of their shoes' are out at period of depressloii.lndlcatlcms point
Bureau of Public Roads Disto a drop in the number having
the toes. They are finding much difcuss Questions.
Incomes even below that
ficulty in making ends meet. Those
1914.
Is
for
And
the
not
end
for
yet,
who are out of jobs or have had their
(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
from which most
wages reduced are not the only ones corporate Incomes,
The committee on tests of the
of the big Individual Incomes are desuffering financial distress during these
rived, have been shrinking bo much American Society of State Highway
readjustment days.
that many wealthy men find them- (llllcinls met with the officials of the
There are some who go around the selves In a
quandury as to their ulti- bureau of public roads of the United
States Department of Agriculture, la
country preaching discontent, claiming mate outcome.
that most of the people are kept poor
Washington, June 26 and 27, to conto
a
mistake
over
smile
It's
others'
In order that a few men may be made
sider standardization of specifications
Not
misfortunes.
one
should
find
a
rich or kept rich. Not an Inconsidercause 1'pr rejoicing because quickly-mad- e and tests for road materials. The
able number are willingly led to bemillionaires and wealthy persons purpose of this meeting of representalieve this doctrine and, In consequence
niade
are
miserable through falling In- tives from all sections of the country
make their own lives unhappy and discomes. But the Information at hand was not so much to lay down rigid
turb the peace of their fellows.
rules as to harmonize the general
regarding the difficulties the rich are
In contradiction of this sentiment reIs a reason for the aver- practice. Standardization taking Into
encountering
ports from the bureau of Internal rev- age class and the poor to consider their account local conditions is being
enue in Washington, show that the
misfortunes less serious and to recog- brought about by a series of meetings
poor are having less trouble nize that there Is nothing In the radi- between officials from groups of states
than those accustomed to enjoying fat cal discussions of the rich getting rich- and engineers of the bureau.
The present activity of highway ofIncomes.
er and the poor poorer.
In 1914 there were only 00 IndividThe law of Justice usually works out ficials along tills line is most encouragA few years
ing for road building.
uals In the United States who report- okeh.
ed Incomes of a million dollars or more (Copyright by the Wheeler Syndicate, Inc.) ago the general tendency was toward
O
Individuality in each state, without
per year. For 1910 the Incomes of
' much opportunity! for exchunge of
Jazz Records.
more than a million dolluts totaled
Fond Mother "Jack writes home Ideas and knowledge. Today the ten200; but since that year the howlorators notwith- and says that he has broken seven of dency is In the other direction, and a
ing of
standing there hns been a marked, de- the college records one of them the better solution should be reached
cline. Wealthy men's Income returns discus record." Poor Dad "More ex- when the problems are discussed at
I suppose I'll have to send hlra meetings of the best highway engfor 1919 tlie last year for which state- pense
ments have been compiled Included a check to cover the damage."
ineering talent of'the country.
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seconds a hundred
In about
calories or more of energizing nutriment will put you on your toes again.
For Little
are
fruit sugar in practically predigested
form levulose, the scientists call it.
And levulose is real body fuel.
Sun-Mai-
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box of little raisins when
feel hungry, lazy, tired or

a

fcint.
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They Do

a Hundred Calories
in About 9i

Clara Kimball Young, the "movie"
star, is a native of Chicago, where at
St. Xavier's academy she received her
v.'P
Flower.
beDropped Close Beside Purple Flower.
There It lay close to her and on education. At the age of three she
or when It rained Leaf gan her stage career, which has since A Dangerous Bridge This Rusting
me, but then I am so small I cannot ex- chilly nights
Could Have Been Prevented by
the
Flower
and kept her com- taken her to vaudeville, stock and the
covered
sisme.
to
notice
My
pect anyone
"legitimate." Her motion picture work
Painting.
fortable.
ters were much more beautiful."
has included many notable screen proPurple Flower grew strong and beau- ductions. Miss Young Is five feet six able amount of money Is spent for the
"But you are beautiful," said the
tiful, and though Leaf grew brown and inches
weighs 135 pounds and replacement of rusted bridge members
withered, It knew nothing about It, has darkhigh,
that would have remained sound If
hair and dark eyes.
for did not Purple Flower tell him
they hail been kept painted ; and more
he
beautiful
was the most
each day
be compared to that of a beautiful serious than the waste of money Is the
leuf in the world? And she thought he
soul.
danger to the, public due to the weakwas because of his great love for her.
And so, when the cold days came ening of some hidden part which may
The strong green leaves on the tree and winter with his soft white blanket cause the collapse-n- f
the whole bridge.
over them looked down and sullied covered the lovers I
Otliclals of the bureau urge that all
expect they slept
scornfully at the brown Leaf snuggled until Miss Spring came anil awakened steel bridges be Inspected at least once
close to his sweetheart, but the green
them, and there, no doubt, she found each year anil repainted at the first
leaves knew nothing of the joy of a the Leaf close beside the
pretty Purple sign of rusting. Normally repainting
know
love
nor
that
did
great
they
Is required at periods of from two to
Flower.
can
not
is
see
to
the
that
eye
beauty
((E) by McClure Newspaper
live years, depending on the climate.
Syndicate.)
A suitable
paint should he used, and
If there is uncertainty about any point,
information should be requested from
the state highway department.
It Is a mistake to repaint without
properly cleaning the metal of all dirt,
rust, loose paint, and blisters. Usually
lhe places hardest to reach are the
Bu UMLTER I.
ones that should receive the most
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Washington. The proposed North
-- ORiver bridge, spanning the Hudson
No Point of Contact.
from' the center of New York City to
"Your vacation problem is not yet
Weehawken, New Jersey, will be, with settled?"
Its connections and terminals, "the
"No."
most stupendous engineering work yet
"If you have any relatives In the
undertaken, surpassing in that respect
why don't you pny them a
and also in final cost the I'unama ca- country,
visit?"
nal," according to Representative Er"I happen to be the poor relation.
nest Ackerman of New Jersey.
are traveling In Eufope." BirThe plans call for a single span of They
mingham
8,000 feet, without a single pier in the
O
river, hung on four immense cables
it
085
towers
terminal
from
suspended
A
the
130
than
or
LINE
feet
0' CHEER
feet high,
higher
famed Washington monument.
By John Kendrlck Bangs.
Jury Allows Six Cents Damages.
Atluntic City. A jury in Circuit
HALLOWE'EN
Court returned a verdict of six cents
local
a
of
Volker
Franz
Ventnor,
for
are abroad tonight.
SPECTERS Ghosts of other
baker and real estate agent who sued
days.
dark
Visions
and Visions light
PhiladelFrederick Nixon Nlrdlinger,
Roam along the trodden ways
phia theatrical manager, for $150,000
All are welcome and my door
damages, alleging the defendant alienSwinging open, wide and free.
ated his wife's affections.
Bids them enter gaily, for
One and all they're part of me.
Small Grain Yields Decrease.
(() by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
small
of
Denver. Threshing
grains
is making good progress in Wyoming
and Colorado ; yields are generally not
as heavy as expected but the quality
Is good. Rain Is badly needed In these
states to facilitate the seeding of winter wheat and rye and unless better
moisture conditions occur soon the
acreage will be considerably curtailed.
Seeding Is in progress In Arizona and
some remarkable growth reported.
The yield of corn will generally be
light in Colorado due to the excessive
drouth, except in the eastern and
northeastern counties, where a good
ASKING QUESTIONS
Corn Is maturing
crop is reported.
is
frost
and
in
past
Wyoming
rapidly
THE old days when It was Just as
danger ; considerable fodder and silage INmuch a part of the young girl's edu
has already been cut.
cation to be taught what was called
'good manners" as algebra or geog
Arms
Pact.
Plan
and
S.
Canada
U.
raphy more Important for that mat-ta- r
Washington. Preliminary exchanges
there was a prevailing notion thnt
' relative to the new Great Lakes armaIt was bad manners to ask questions.
ment treaty between the United States And when a woman Indulged In pumpand Canada are understood to have
ing her friends and her neighbors it
resulted in a virtual agreement to dis- was usually concluded that she had
pense entirely with naval vessels on not had the proper bringing up.
the lakes and to replace those now In
"Goodness knows," said an
commission there with revenue
ioned old lady to me the other day,
l.

tf

street-corn-

I

TT'he Right Thing

I

Jewels Considered Magical.
The Jewel was developed from Its
lowest form to its highest In Egypt
from a Dlaln. unattractive Btone to
bangles and necklaces 20 times more
elaborate than any that had been
mnd for centuries. Yet never In this
period did the jewel lose Its primary
use and importance as a tning 01
miielo.
It did In passing, however,
give expression to some early forms of
religion, If they may be so called; it
aided In the rise of sculpture ; it made
nosslble the later development of sci

jf
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relating to prices. It Is the height of
rudeness to ask even an intimate
friend how much she paid for anything, how much money she receives
as a salary, or what she pays an employee.

Quite as obnoxious are personal
questions concerning one's state of
health. To be sure, it Is only kind to
ask generally for a friend's health, but
to pry too closely Into such things Is
"there are times when I would like extreme rudeness.
to ask questions. Pve got Just as much
(
by McClurs Newspaper Syndldate.)
curiosity as anyone else, but we were
O
taught that It was not good manners.
They train girls different nowadays."
As a matter of fact they don't train
IT MAKES A
them at all, and if a girl does not re
DIFFERENCE.
ceive such Instruction at home or does i
She:
Do you
not have an Instinctive feeling that It
think It la wrong
is bad form to ask personal questions
to gamble?
she Is pretty apt to acquire the pumpHe: If you lose,
ing habit and to make herself a nuisyes.
ance and mayhap a source of amuse-

Right Time

old-fas- h

September Wholesale Prices Decrease.
Washington. The average level of
wholesale prices In September, the
department of labor reported, was
about 1 8 per cent lower than in August The Index number, representing
comparative price levels, dropped
from 155 to 153. Fuel and light materials were chiefly reasonable for the
reduction, the estimate said, having
dropped 10 per cent during the month.
Farm products, building muterluls,
textiles and clothing all showed small
declines.

STEEL BRIDGES

ment.
Especial!

obnoxious

1

are questions

ence by originating thfe use of glaze;
and last, but by no means least, It
paved the way for the world trade
which came with Alexander, by proNo
viding a medium of exchange.
other single form of human expression,
save that of speech itself, has played
so long, so varied and so Important a
part in the evolution of the human

rice.

National Jeweler.

Ages of Common Trees.
The heart of the common oak, It
Is said, begins to rot at the age of
300 years, so even when an oak la
undisturbed it rarely lives much b
yond 500 years. A larch may live;
275 years, a silver fir 425, and a pine;
over 500 years. The yew has a remarkable power of resisting time's
ravages, and may survive for 1,000
years or more.

The custom of wearing rings upon
the thumb prevailed in England until
Smallpox Is on the Increase in the
United States.
the close ot the Eighteenth century.

HIGHWAY BUILDING

BOOM

IN

Federal

Aid

Has Been Most Imporof Recent Years in
Road Construction.

tant Factor

Federal aid has been probably the
most Important factor in the big boom
In highway building of recent years,
and there are now many long stretches
of trunk-lin- e
highway serving rich agricultural and Industrial sections of
the country which are almost entirely
federal-ai-

d

construction.

The United State's Department of Agriculture, which administers the federal-aid
fund, points out that a traveler going from Richmond, Ind., to St,
Louis across Indiana and the southern
part of Illinois, thence to Chicago by
way of Springfield and Peoria, a distance of approximately 679 miles,
would travel 505 miles, or 75 per cent
of the way, on federal-ai- d
highways,
practically all of which should be In
service by the end of the present season.

Flint, Mich.

1923 SUPERIOR
Chevrolet Utility Coup
closed car on the market with
This is the lowest-price- d
Fisher Body. It is bought extensively by farmers,
concerns equipping fleets for salesmen, and is popular
for professional and general use where a single seat
and extra large rear compartment are desired.
QUALITY has been still further improved by more
artistic design and added improvements.
ECONOMY has been still further increased by engineering refinements and greatly broadened production
and distribution facilities.
SERVICE is now offered on a flat rate basis by 10,000
dealers and service stations.
PRICE remains the same, in spite of added equipment
and more expensive construction, which have greatly
increased value.
Some distinctive features of the new line are: streamline body design with high hood and crowned, paneled
fenders; vacuum feed and rear gasoline tank on all
models; drum type head lamps with legal lenses. Curtains open with doors of open models.
Closed models have Fisher Bodies with plate glass
Ternstedt regulated windows, straight side cord tires,
sun visor, windshield wiper and dash light. The
Sedanette is equipped with auto trunk on rear.
See these remarkable cars. Study the specifications.
f

Prices F. O. B. Flint, Michigan
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR

Two Passenger
Five Passenger
Two Passenger
Four Passenger
Five Passenger
Light Delivery

Roadster
Touring
Utility Coupe
Sedanette
-

Sedan

.

$510

.
-

-

.

525
----

Nothing Compares With

680
850
860
$10

,

Dally Life Affected.

There Is no phase of our daily life
which hus not been materially and seriously affected In some way by the
roads which pass the door.
Brings

Doctor

to

Door.

It Is the highway that brings the
doctor to the door and It Is over the
highway that we go for most of the
Important events of our life.
Clover for Chicken Feed.
Clover Is one of the best and
of rations for poultry.

-

Jbr

Economical Transportation

Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan
Division of General Motors Corporation

d
World's Largest Manufacturer of
QUALITY
Automobiles. There are 10,000 Chevrolet Dealers and Service Stations Throughout the World. Dealers and Parts
Depots Wanted in all territory not adequately covered

,
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NEWS

American, jftritish and Japanese marines have been landed to preserve order at Foo Chow, seat of the lutest
outbreak of fighting m China.
The Ilulgurian frontier has been
closed
to
prevent
hordes of Greek Christian refugees
from swarming Into that country from
Thrace.
The cost of living for a typienl
workingmun's family of four In Mexico City Is ".70.73 pesos per month, according to figures recently compiled
panic-stricke- n

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
.VIRES

ABOUT

ROUND

THE WORLD.

by the

DURING THE PAST WEEK
OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
COf. lENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.

WESTERN
Rafael Lopez, the murderer of seven
men in Bingham, L'tuli, in l'.M 1, is
to he ureter arrest in southern
Colorado. The liunt of I.opi . assumed
national interest at the time of I ho
murders.
Herbert Wilson, former evangelist,
aliened mail robber and convicted murderer, who u few iliiysi ago led u break
from the l.os Angel, s county jail, will
continue "to plot and plan to get his
liberty," according to newspaper men.
s
Zolki Mnrillu, who said lie is a
Vyi).t was lielil
iiiiin of Ciisper,
busi-nt-.s-

his

i,p, Ixttm 'I. gagged, bunged liy
heels from the limb of a tree over a
creek bed near the highway between
ulinas and San .loan, t'al., and
rc bbed.
Authorities at I.aratnle, liawlins and
liven Hiver. Wye., have ben enlisted
by Wanien .lames Johnston of San
Quenlin penitentiary in a search lor
Kalpli I'almer, youthful jewel liamlil,
from the
wtm made his. fourth
bunds of tlie law while a route to San
Jucnlin, Calif., from .New York.
from
entile
of
The moveiueiil
of New Medrought slri. ken
i

-

Slockle. to (lid Mexico h.is
no ti hoar the bolder nie dnvim; the
cuttle through, while further north,
and So. nrro, empty
Dear Ma.'dal.-nstuck cars are being loa.led as fut as
Ihey arrive. .More lh:'ii iMW cattle
will he moved
I'orihind poiici', aumrietileil by oira
sounds, were on duty recently against
an "imasioti" iif Industrial Workers of
t
World, who, according to a
published by .Major Ceorgo I.,
linker, base Veleeteii l'oitland it!) in-- a
. enter for the b' 'ginning of trouble
state-o-on-

pro-

GENERAL

WASHINGTON
V. Ccergc of
'!Ui coimly unit

A man charged with wife beating at
Wilkcsl'.arre, Pa., had both eyes
blackened by the magistrate, who end-

Vienna, l:i.,
voles out of

Waller
received
Georgia's total of 1'Xt in lie special
nelialorial primary held to nominate II
successor to t lie lale liiiled Stales
Senator Thomas K. Watson, according
to complete unofficial returns.
Kin; losses on railroads in this country declined nearly ,:i.i Ht.ooo. in litJI,
as compared with l'.rjo, (i. L. l'.all,
president, told the Itailuay Fire
Association at be opening session of Its convention in Washington.
Itailrond fire loses in I'.iLM, he said,
1i),.iIKU)ikj in
$7,aij'.i,tll 1, against
The association announced that
lasl year fire caused a property loss
In the I'nited States,
of
killed l.i.iXlO persons and injured more

ed the incident by imposing a .fill fine.
Checks ranging In sums from $.".n to
.SI.r.-lo.T- l
were mailed from the office
of Judge K. M. I.undis, Chicago, to
men who participated in
seventy-fou- r
the I'.rj world series games.
Criminals can he forced to tell the
truth regarding their offenses while
under the influence of scoplaniine anesthesia, or as it is better known, during "twilight sleep," according to Dr.
K. 10. House, Ferris, Texas, physician,
who lias asked the endorsement of the
Medical Association of the Southwest
for u proposed experiment on a thou-

It

than

lti.dtK).

'1'enlative plans for an attempted
flight of army airplanes around the
world have been under consideration
for some months by air service officials, but the; project bus not as yet
passed the preliminary survey stage.
Valuable data on available routes in
both direclions has been obtained,
however, and ulliinalely it Is hoped In
send a considerable aerial squadron
The project will not
on the voyage.
be laid before Secretary Weeks for approval, It was said, until it lakes
iinjcli more definite form.
The I'nited States Coal Commission,
created by Congress to Investigate and
report the facts mi all phases of the
coal industry, with recommendations
for possible legislation or government
In
regulation, at its first meeting
by
organized
electing
Washington
id as chairman
John Hays Han
iind laid mil a program for future op-

eration.
Kederal reserve hanks have been authorized by Secretary .Mellon to redeem In cash, beginning (tel. li.'t and
before Dee. 1.", treasury certificates of
Indebtedness of series 'I'M -, dated
and series Til- -' l'.C'--',
Dec. 'lo,
dated June 1. l'.CJ, and both maturing
Ucdeuiption will be at
Dec. l.'i next.
par and accrued Interest tn the date
of redemption.
Itetnil food costs for tin; average
family during September were approximately 1 per cent lower than during
August, the department of labor has
reported. The conclusion was based
on reports of prices gathered at retail
important cities.
markets In fifty-onDuring the year since September, l'.Cl,
the report said, the decrease In retail
food prices has amounted to !t per
cent, but since Se tetnber. Will, there
ban been an Increase of .'it; per cent.
Apilnlment by president Hardily
of a committee of sponsors, representing every state, territory and insular
lmcH.slon nf (be Union, to aid in the
of near east relief, has been
Inannounced ut the White House.
cluded in this number are John W.
Morey of Denver, and Hubert Cast of
i'uehlo.
Five and a half million men who
wens idle In July, IH'Jl are working
ami Jobs are waiting for a halt rnlllidn
more, Kdwurd 8. Meaning, assistant
secretary of labor, asserted at Spokane recently.
l'.l--

1!1--

and

li

o.-ap-

'ruled ulliiuately to assume the
portions of a reiolution."

of Commerce

Seven Free State troopers motoring
near Castletown Kocue, County Cork,
were ambushed, but they fought so
well that f he Republicans who attacked them retreated, leaving three dead
end nine wounded.
i.ord Cur.on has Informed Premier
Poincare that on account of the political situation in Knglimd he thinks it
impossible that the Turk peace conference can convene before Nov. 13.
I.ord Cttrzon suggests Lausanne as
the meeting place.
One dead, sixty wounded, including;
five policemen, and fifty persons n
Jail were the not results of recent
clashes between Nationalists and Communists, die first bloody skirmish on
the eve of t tie "winter of fate," to
which all (iermany Is looking with
dread as the real test of the Herman
republic
Mine. Sarah Bernhardt, the Divine
Sarah, quietly observed the seventy-seentanniversary of her birth a few
da.xs ago witli the optimistic hope that
she lives to be 1(10. Despite her advanced age and the accident which
made amputation of one of her legs
necessary, .Madame Iicrnhai'dt is in excellent health and is still the master
of her dramatic art.
David I.loyd (leorge lias resigned as
prune minister of Ureal Britain. lie
presented his resignalion to King
(ieorge at Buckingham palace after
the I'liii nisi caucus which met at Ihe
Carlton club repudiated Ids ministry.
Tins marks the end of the coalition
composed of the Liberal
government
an. I tiioaist parlies which came into
being during the World war.
Chinese bandits have taken Anton
launder, an American missionary,
ran-s- i
prisoner and are holding him for
a. 'coiding to reports to the American legation at Poking, China. Formal protest has been made to Ihe Chinese government. He was a member
of the staff of the Atigustana mission
Three women and
in Ilonali province.
two children at (lie mission are reported sale.
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sand prisoners in the Leavenworth,
Kan., penitentiary, to demonstrate his
theory.
Henry Ford is planning to establish
Inn radio stations
throughout the
I'nited Slates, including New York,
Boston and other leadPliiiailelpl.ia,
ing cities and tow lis. His object is to
oominiinieale with people without recourse to the newspapers. He is endeavoring to keep his plans secret, hut
Ihey are known In radio circles. He
Is manufacturing some of Ihe parts of
the equipment at his own factories.
Ford expects to use (he stations for
political and business purposes.
Frederick Miller, 'J."i, was arrested in
New York charged Willi attempted
blackmail on a complaint brought by
Mark Klecden, an oil dealer at Wicbila
Falls, Texas.
Factory buildings which boused an
incubator company, a refrigerator concern, and the Fremont (Neb.) .Manufacturing Company, were destroyed by
f unknown
I'll
origin, with an estimated loss of IpUUHHI.
San Francisco was awarded the 1!KM
convention of the American Legion by
acclamation at the convention in New
Orleans. The committee on time and
place for the convention reported that
delegates from thirty slates signed
the report. A delegate from New Jersey moved thai Ihe report be
and a delegate from Oregon
seconded it.
Freight cars are now coming west
to relieve the car shortage, according
to a telegram received In Topekn by
KanClyde M. Keed, chairman of the M.
J.
sas public utilities board, from
(ioiiiiley, chairman of the car service
division of (lie American Hallway Association. "Tills is the first time In
months," said .Mr. Heed, "that there
bus been a balance in favor of the
West."
Arthur A. Hatina, a contractor, was
In
acquitted uf u charge of murder
connection with the slaying of Ills
wife, by a Jury in criminal court ut
Lexington, Tenn. llauna shot bis wife
in their home near Lexington and
claimed thai her death was accidental, as he had fired at her in the
belief that she whs a burglar.
Lovers of Chicago's bright lights
that burn most brilliantly in Its cabaret h need not go home "until mornHint city ofing" by virtue of the fact
ficials' have lost a court fight to en- force a i o'clock closing ordinance.
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ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

NEW MEXICO

LAW ANNOUNCES
NEW CABINET

From Ail Over

New Mexico
and Arizona
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LLOYD GEORGE'S CLERKS SEARCH
FRANTICALLY

FOR PREMIER'S

OFFICIAL

Kains came too lute to benefit the
ranges in New Mexico and cattle are
being moved as fast as cars can be
secured. Valley pasture Is getting
scarce In Arlzina. Feeder cattle are
coining into Yuma and Maricopa counties, Ariozna.
Friends of Itobert Anderson, veteran mining man and owner of the
oldest mine in New Mexico, who died
in El Paso hospital recently, are
searching for bis relatives, who are
heirs to a fortune estimated at from
$150,000 to $200,000.
E. E. Miller, of Hope, N. M., has a
new steam dinner ut work which he
claims will turn out over 3,000 cuns
per day, und Is now running on pears,
apples und tomatoes. Mr. Miller says
he is going to put up a new building
for the canning factory.
Inheritance tux collections in Arizona for the fiscal year ending June
amounted to $05,104.38, ac
30,
cording to a report made to Itayniond
K. Earhart, state treasurer, by Norl
Oslmrn, Jr., Inheritance tax collector.
This amount was credited to the general fund.
George White, nn employe of a paving company In liisbee, fell Into a pot
of boiling asphalt, and was seriously
White screamed for aid as
burned.
lie fell from u plank into the asphalt,
und was pulled out by L. A. Sullivan,
a fellow employe.
Physicians say he

"POOR SIRE IS ALL OF HERD"

SEAL.

In Making Selection of Boar, Consider His Individuality, Ancestry,
and His Offspring.

OFFICIAL SEAL IS LOST
'JREAT NAMES APPEAR IN
OF PORTFOLIOS NAMED
PRIME MINISTER.

LIST
BY

London.
Premier lionar Law lias Issued a list of the principal members
name is not menof his ministry.
tioned in the official list, which leaves
it to be Inferred that he takes m other office than that of prime minister
and first lord of the treasury, the latter being a post without specified duties beyond those attaching to the premiership.
Marquis Curzon retains his post as
secretary for foreign affairs and will
be leader of the House of Lords. Viscount Peel retains the Indian secretaryship. Stanley Baldwin, as expected, goes to the exchequer, but it has
not yet been announced whether he
will be leader in the House of Com-

"Draft Bride's" Husband Was Thrifty

D KNO,

In one room, paying $5 a week rent,
and another for answering the draft
questionnaire of the government. The
American Glove company, of which his
father Is the head and with which
he wns connected,
Mrs. Reisenhuus
said, had a contract with the government for piaklng gloves, and Kelsen-hau- s
fitted a room in his home as a
workshop and employed her to make
gloves.
Out of the wages she was to have
received she charges Hint he always
kept 10 per cent for carrying materials to her from the factory.
In answer to his wife's charges that
he was stingy and made her pay her
own room and board, Reisenhaus attempted to introduce an agreement entered Into by the couple before their
marriage in which Mrs. Reisenhaus
agreed to live as the wife of Reisenhaus, but to maintain Herself. Judge
Bartlett, however, refused to admit It.
A year ago Mrs. Reisenhaus brpught
suit for divorce In the superior court
in Chicago, and in the suit she mentions the agreement, charging that he
Induced her to sign it.
Young Reisenhaus, who is a grad-unt- e
of Harvard in the class of 1014,
hus been living In Reno for the lust
10 months, he testilied, during which
time he has worked only one duy.

NEV. On her testimony that
her husband married her simply
to evade the draft In 1017, Mrs. Mary
Iteisenhuus was granted a divorce
from James Arthur Iteisenhnus, formerly general manager of the American Glove company and son of the
wealthy head of the concern.
The decree was granted by Judge
George Bnrtlett on Mrs. Reisenhuus'
mons.
cross bill filed In answer to a petition
The Karl of Derby, ut the war office, for divorce by Reisenhuus filed more
resumes a post which he has held be- than a yeur ago. The case was on
fore. The prime minister had the hearing for three days.
Judge Iiart-letin his decision, allowed Mrs. Iteisgreatest difficulty with the law offices.
will recover.
It Is noticeable that Lord Carson's enhuus expenses incurred in coming
from Chicago to Iteno to contest the
The Fort Apache, Arizona, military name does not appear In the new minlord suit und alimony of $75 a month.
reservation containing approximately istry, Viscount Cave becoming
In her testimony Mrs. Itcisenhaus
7,.it)(l acres, has been declared useless high chancellor.
said that her husband maintained two
for future military purposes and
The attorney general, Douglas
the
residences during the war, one-a- t
Hogg, is new to his office; he
placed under control of Secretary Fall
of his parents, where she lived
of the Interior Department. The res was formerly closely associated with home
ervalion lias been sitae 1877 undei Lord Carson. His wife is the (laughter
war department jurisdb'iion.
of Judge Trimble lirown of Nashville,
Neri Osborn, Jr., slim; tax InheriTenn., and widow of the Hon. A. J.
that
Suspicion
tance clerk of Arizona, lias been cho- Marjoribanks.
SAN FRANCISCO.
seventeen-year-olRose Gul- sen state adjutant of the American
The new cnbjnet was officially anda nf Burbank, Cnl., wrote love letters
Legion to fill the vacancy caused by nounced as follows:
to herself In order to deceive relatives
the resignation of D. A. Little, accordMarof
the council,
Lord president
and friends into believing she bad
ing to .'in announcement made public quis of
Salisbury.
eloped with .Jack Petttnio, driver of an
In Phoenix by Celora M. Stoddard, tax
Lord
high chancellor, Viscount lnterurhan litis, grew almost to a cercommander of the legion.
Cave.
tainty when the stage driver vehementThe Sisters of St. .Mary, of Gallup,
Stanthe
of
ly asserted he could not write love
Chancellor
new
exchequer,
a
with
for
the plans
are busy
notes.
Following is the substance of
P.aldwin.
be
will
which
ley
to the hospital
thp torn typewritten love letter
and
used for contagious disonses,
Secretary for home affairs, William
"Dearest Itose of My Heart and My
udded over Sf.sito to the building fund C. llridgenmn.
Soul : I love you with all my heart
during Ihe Indian fair by giving a tag
MarSecretary for foreign affairs,
Oh, if I could only have you
and with all the tire that's in them. minute.
day. The new structure will be so quis Curzon.
Meet me tonight and we will run away this minute I would be so happy.
built Unit at any time additions can
"We will be married in Santa Ana
Secretary for the colonies, the Duke and live happily ever after.
be added to lake care of more paT will
of Devonshire.
be waiting for you under and then we will go to the land o(
structure
When
the
tients.
completed
the orchard tree tonight ut 1 o'clock. Honolulu and live In a little hut. No
Secretary of India, Viscount Peel.
will cost $1,0110.
I have been waiting for this chance one shall ever bother us. You shall
of
Derby.
The cotton gin at lloswell was
Secretary fowur, the earl
to tell you bow much I love you even live in a luxurious style. Rose, if you
First lord of the admiralty, Lieut. to the end of my heart strings. At love nie come with me! You are my
nearly destroyed by fire recently und
the loss is estimated at over If2,00:i, Col. L. C. M. S. Amery.
dreum girl."
the very core of my heart you nre livwhich was covered by insuninoe. Five
The torn bits of pnper on which the
President of the board of trade, Sir ing within.
bales of cotton were also burned with
"We will run away on my bus and love letter wns typed were found by
Philip Lloyd Creume.
a loss to the owners of about $125 per
be away in n jiffy. Rose, my love, I the missing girl's mother, Mrs. JoseMinister of health, Sir Arthur
bale, The fire started in the press
rave to have you In my arms this phine Guiila.
room, and Chief Chits, Whiteman is of
Sir
Robert
of
Minister
agriculture,
the opinion that the static conditions
of the atmosphere, and friction from A. Sanders.
electrical machinery caused the blaze.
Secretary for Scotland, Viscount
the insane man, a neighbor of the
Iiy t lie time the department reached Novnr.
Balzers and a former blacksmith.
I'LL USB MY
the gin It was a mass of flames.
Douglas Met.
Attorney general,
Similarity Is noted between the
HAMMER
'
ill
In a further effort to help Ihe liveHogg.
wounds received by the victims of the
stock industry in the
Lord advocate, Hon. W. A. Watson.
maniac and the head of the hammer.,
districts of the state, the Santa Fe
Statements made by the man being
of the board of education,
President
railroad telegraphed the state corpoheld in the asylum to fellow inmates
F. L. Wood, M. P., for the
ration committee that the freight on Edward
nnd to oflicers have convinced them of
IMpon division of Yorkshire.
feed stuff would be reduced
his guilt.
oca
hitch
that
It
might
developed
on
cottonThe reduction will apply
While In the asylum he is alleged
seed cake, meal und bulls, corn and cur in the ceremony of turning over
to have attempted to Intimidate anarticles taking corn rales; hay and al- the prime minister's office at' No. 10
other inmate with the statement that
falfa. It will he applicable from .Simla Downing street, when Mr. lionar Law
if
The supposed he would "use his hammer again"
WIS.
arrives to take possession, because of
Fe poinls, in Texas, Oklahoma, ColoraMAIilSON, William and Marv and he aroused his anger.
do and Kansas; also from Kansas City the loss of mislaying of the prime
This alleged murderer served on the
and St. Joseph, Mo., to all Santa Fe minister's seal of office. Mr. Lloyd Tubus Ralzer. recluse Cassetl Prairie
coroner's jury which returned a veron
seal.
the
the
for
searched
hammer
a
clerks
with
killed
New
Mexico.
in
The
reduction
George's
farmers,
poinls
of murder in the Balzer case and
One of the former premier's personal niirlit of August 8. is apprehended and dict
has been approved by the Interstate
was particularly active in seeking the
Commerce Commission und became ef- secretaries, George II. Shakespeare, now is an inmate of the Mendota in
while oflicers were investigatfective October 20.
declared he had been on duty two sane asylum suffering from an incura- slayers
ing.
learned
It
seal.
was
the
seen
ble mental malady,
never hud
Playing through two matches in the years und
Mr. Shearer, who apprehended the
through L. M. Shearer, special Investimorning and then facing a younger
man, went Into the case as a finger
the
for
depart
general's
attorney
gator
in
the
lmals for the men's
opponent
To Discuss Arms Limitation.
print expert, after attempts to find a
ment.
singles championship in the tenth anInformal communicaof the alleged slayer, al- clew to the Identity of the slayer had
Washington
name
The
nual Border States Tennis Tournaproved futile.
tions from (lie five Central American though known, is withheld by the aument, concluded ut Tucson, Ferguson
inThe Balzers were killed on their
United
evident
the
his
that
invited
who
say
by
thorities,
nf Fl I'aso, defeated Hutchinson, of governments
near Cassell Prairie, Wis., on the
farm
for
WashIn
would
prosecution
prevent
meet
conference
in
sanity
States to
I'boeulx, Ariz., in straight sets,
of August 8. Julius and Mary
southern
shocked
which
night
of
crime
the
ington in December for discussion
dead by neighbors, while
found
were
its
for
Wrsconsln
brutality.
und other
At a recent meeting of the city arms limitation projects
The large bloodstained hammer sup- William, fatally Injured, continued to
of
comlive for several days unconscious nnd
council, the order to pave the main matters indicate early acceptance
posed to have been used In the
street of Artesia, N. M., was passed the Invitations und appointment of mission of the crime was recently unable to tell who had committed the
and It is planned to begin work us the five delegations. There Is no doubt found by Mr. Shearer on the farm of crime. He died without giving a clew.
soon us the contract Is lot. If the Unit
Secretary Hughes' action, taken,
present plans are carried out the us it was, virtually at the request of
work will be finished after the first
the five governments, lias been reof the year and will do much toward
"Marriage closes the
ceived in Central America with gratiCHICAGO.
"olievlng the labor situation during
mistakes a woman
any
fication.
the winter months.
may have made," said Judge William
L. C. Latham, owner of several
L. Morgan of the court of domestic
Yankee Investors Swindled.
claims In the Black Itange in the virelations, "and I hesitate to say what
hundred
Iluenos Aires Nearly one
cinity of Kingston, recently discovI think of this young man."
ered a fine vein of silver, which it is Americans from various parts of the
"Tills young man" was W. T., twenty-tsaid will run over $1,000 to the ton of United States, each of them known to wo,
who lives with his parents on
ore. This is one of the best strikes be Interested In helping a supposed Im- a' fashionable street. Seven months
In that section of New Mexico fot prisoned bankrupt Argentine bunker to
ago he married A., an attractive girl of
some time and plans are being made recover a secret fortune of $480,000, nineteen. He had courted her for
to develop the property nfler t he first and each hoping to divide it with him, three years, according to the story told
"Well, I'd hate to tell you what 1
of the year. In the prospecting work had better abandon hope, uccordlng to In court.
of you," and Judge Morgan
think
ore
have
of
been
tons
several
the Iluenos Aires police, who say there
already
"Now," the wife told Judge Morgan, threw his
pen across the bench nnd
Is no such banker and that no secret
placed on the dump.
"he won't live with me and lie won't sat back in his chair. "I think the
Governor Mechem refusing to com- fortune exists.
me.
support
A girl Is the one who made the mistake.
mute the sentence, Sieve Kalonka wai
Judge Morgan asked T. to give his a terrible mistake, in marrying you. A
excuses.
hanged at Aztec for murdering two
"Well, It's a scandal," he man that's half a man would start
Liquor Injunction Sought.
tnxieah drivers near Shlprook, N. M.
The Supreme Court of answered. "She had made a mistake trimming anybody who said a word
Washington
Governor Mechetn's statement was in the: United States will be asked to Is- before I married her. I knew about against his wife. That's what you
It, but after we were married several
reply to a petition accompanied bj sue an order
have done. It was your duty
restraining the govern- men I know who saw me with her, should
fourteen pages of signatures from San
It should have been your pleasure.
and
Juan county and a telegram signed bj ment from enforcing the prohibition
and didn't know we were married, said You are letting some neighborhood
liuvs against transportation of liquor 'Do
you know who that Is?' and told gossips ruin your married life. Your
(en Jurors who sat at his trial. The on
foreign ships touching at American me of my wife's past. I found out I wife looks like a fine young woman,
petition contained a strango request
that the governor hold "Mrs. Kutonka ports and on American ships outside had made a mistake In marrying her." and It Is you who should have a finger
In prison the full length of time In hit of American, coastal waters. Counsel
"And she has been a good wife and pointed your way,"
The court ordered $10 paid weekly
power." She was given a term In the for the ship lines were in Washington a good girl since the marriage?" the
and said It would be a pleasure to
penitentiary when Katonka was sen recently preparing the necessary pa- court asked quietly.
pers for submittal to Associate Justice
teneed to death.
"Oh, yes," the husband answered. send the husband to the house of corBrandeis.
rection If It wag not paid.
Bis bride began to cry.
t,

Everyone who will need a boar
next winter knows it 3ust as well now
as he will later on, "Procrastination
Is the thief of time," so why wait until everyone has picked out the best
and only the culls are lettv
Again you may lhake the mistake
of buying a young boar and start
using him without trying hint out.
In selecting a herd boar, three
things should be considered, Individuality, ancestry and If an aged animal,
his offspring. In considering the Individual, of course type, quality, bone, masculinity and size for age are the main
things to consider. The prospective
purchaser should always Insist on seeing the sire and dam, and as many of
the close relatives as possible. By so
doing, one gets a good idea of what
he can expect from the boar when he
is mated to suitable females. Of
course, the surest buy is to buy the
aged boar which has been tried, and
in considering him, one should always
Insist on seeing as many of his offspring as possible. Here one has a
sure check of what the boar will do.
It has been said that, "A good sire
Is half the herd, but a poor sire Is all
No statement is more true
of It."
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Jack Admits He Can't Write Like This
d

:

Slayer Sits on Jury in His Own Case
4&
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Marriage Closes Book of Wife's Past

Breeder Who Does Not Use Sires Superior to Females Is Going Backward.
4

and the breeder who does not use
sires which are better than the fe-- .
males he has, is going backward. He
enn onlv so forward bv using better
sires. Harry H. Smith, assistant
professor animal husbandry department, Colorado Agricultural college.
PUREBRED

ANIMALS

DO

BEST

Stand Bare Pastures in
and Empty Mangers in
Winter Feed Right.

They Won't
Summer

v.

A purebred animal represents a continuity of Ideals and Ideas of farmers
and breeders of most breeds for long
periods of time. Find out what the
breeders of your choice breed want,
what they have worked for and what
their ideas are and then get Into pace
with thera. Purebreds do better than
scrubs when given necessary feed and
attention. They can look just as tough
and disgraceful as any scrubslf submitted to bare pastures in summer and
an empty manger in the winter season.
Under such conditions, they pay no
bills nor taxes. But, give them a
chance to grow and develop and they
will pay well for their keep. If they
don't, they are not what they should
be or you aren't doing as you should.
If you are doubtful of the purebreds'
worth, try a well grown purebred sire
for your next crop of lambs, pigs,
calves or colts.

FEEDING

MINERALS

TO

HOGS

Farmers Believe It Assists Growth and
Development as Well as Promoting Digestion.

It has beep well said that noliiKJy
has very much really practical scientific knowledge about feeding minerals
to hogs, but most farmers believe that
It does assist growth and development, as well as promotes digestion, so
there you are. Probably the best form
In which to feed it Is in ordinary fine
ground raw bone, but some use rock
rephosphate, claiming equally good
sults. A common mixture is salt,
copperas, glauber salts, sulphur and
charcoal mixed with ground bone, a
combination that Is not highly scientific, but probably satiifles the feeder
who feels that he must use something
of the kind. The best method of feeding this Is in combination with tankage
and in such amount that a
of It in
pig may get half an ounce
a day.
'
Crop Rotations.
convinced
Finding a grower who
that clover Is essential in crop rotations is as easy as finding quack
grass, but finding one who knows all
about growing the crop without failf
ure Is as hard as finding
clover Itself. When we do reach that
"four-lea- f
clover" fellow he Is quite
apt to insist that the four leaves stand
for phosphate, :ftne, manure and inoculation. Hence all public agencies engaged In agricultural advancement are
bent upon solving the solution of clover failure.
four-lea-

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
LOST IN JUNGLE;

INDS FATHER

ALMOST STARVED

Nominees On the

IN LONG HUNT

Republican Ticket

Explorer Lives on Monkeys and
Snakes in the Wilds of
Brazil.

Pair Separated Since Death of
Mother Are Reunited by Newspaper Advertisement.

Solicit Your Vote TRAIL

New York Lost 25 days In a Bra
zilian jungle, Ernest C. Holt, explorer,
lived on meat cut from poisonous
He told of this
snakes and monkeys.
adventure when lie returned from
South America with his wife on the
Fan America,
lie had been away
three years and he collected hundred

IED TO CANADA

8on Lost Track of Parent After Ltav.
ing Orphanage to Go to Work
Spendi All Hit Vacations
In Search.

Because:

Republican government, national state and county Montreal. An advertisement 1"
stands for progress; for constructive government; for improv- local paper and two photographs
one a mentnl picture of a baby boy
ed conditions in governmental affairs; for improved conditions and the other a faded,
likeness of a man taken
among the people it governs; for better schools and for more years ago brought a father and son
In the lobby of a hotel here
schools; for first grade teachers and for salaries commensurate together
after a mutual search of fifteen years.
When Bernard Leveque's wife died
with first grade ability
thirty-tw-

mam S3

t
years ago he was obliged
to put his two sons, a lad of seven
and Reirnnrd, Jr., aged six, in an
orphanage at Ogdensburg, N: Y. The
older boy died, but Bernard, Jr.,
thrived and went to New York to
work. For fifteen years when permitted a vacation he spent it in search
of his father, with the
photograph In his possession.
Trail Led to Canada.
A month ago the son In searching
for his parent came across a trail
which lod to Montreal, where he went
a week ago after obtaining three
weeks' vacation.
Ills father bad been
all the while conducting n similar
search, but with only a mind picture
of the lad.
One morning word came to the sun's
room thnt u stranger wished to see
him In the lobby of the hotel regarding an advertisement in the local paper. Currying the yellowing picture

C. T. BROWN, OF SOCORRO

Candidate for Senator

Mr. Brown

He

is.

president

a mining engineer.

is

Tasted Something Like Eel.

about him in this issue.

THIS TELL'S AIM BAD,

Steve Baca, candidate for sheriff is at present serving

William C'osgrove,
St. Xavier, Mont.
deputy sheriff and foreiiam of a large
cattle ranch near St. Xavier, is at liberty under $:i,0(0 bonds, facing a
charge of manslaughter for unsuccessfully attempting to duplicate t lie feat
of the historic Wilhelm Tell.
Cosgrove is u dead shot with his
trusty revolver. In a spirit of friend,
ly rivalry Henry Obemlorf, twenty-onea stranger in these parts without any
known relatives, challenged Cosgrove
to shoot his bat off his head. Surrounded by the "boys" waiting for
Hied. The shot
"chow,"
Cosgrove
whizzed past t,lie top of Obendorf's hat.
The youth repented the challenge.
Cosgrove tired again, but forgot that
part of Obenderf's bead was In the
hat, and the bullet tore through the
top of his skull. Obemlorf died before
medical aid arrived and Cosgrove gave
himself up to the sheriff.

Bob Blatchford, candidate for assessor, is especially
the Boy.

In his hand, the boy met an elderly
The machlooking man In the lobby.
ine-made
picture proved useless, as
the son with the old photograph In
his hand failed to recognize his

father.
The phantom mind photograph was
different, as Bernard Leveque, Sr.,
reached forward and embraced the
boy whom he had not seen for twentyeight years. Both wept with joy and
It was not long before a score of
guests crowded around the united futher and son to listen to their stories
of long search and final happy climax.

-

Coun-

ty and should be returned by the unanymous vote of both SISTERS

"Uncle Bill" Jones, candidate for the state legislature
is known by all.

If Bill goes to the legislature Catron County

will sure be on the map.

COMMISSIONERS

First Dist. Major Gile, Quemado.

Second Dist. RamonTrujillo, Aragon.

Third Dist. S. J. Kidder, Mogollon.

S.

HAVE SAME HUSBAND

Bigamy Charge Reveals Strange Mar
ital Mixup in South Dakota
Village.

parties.

J. Kidder is genera manager of the Mogollon

Min-ni-

Company.

Major Gile rose to the rank of Major in
service during the world war.

Ramon Trujillo, is

a merchant at Aragon.

the aviation

g

KILLS

Bullet Intended to Knock Off Hat Pen
etrate Victim's Skull
Serious Charge.

in that capacity.

tendent, has held the office since the creation of Catron

Sioux Falls, S. D. An unusual matrimonial tangle will occupy the attention of a Jury at an approaching term
of Circuit court In Hrtnvn county.
South Dnkotu, when Thomas Dunham,
a prominent and wealthy fanner llv
lng near the village of Hecla. will be
tried on a bigamy charge. The arrest
of Dunham brought to light a strange
triangular matrimonial situation.
Two sisters, each legally married tc
Dunham, according to marriage certificates which were produced In court at
the preliminary hearing of Dunham,
were In court and naturally were
keenly Interested In the outcome.
Their maiden names were Luclle and
Hannah Gross. They at one time resided on their mother's farm in Yankton county, In the extreme southeastNeither
ern part of South Dakota.
knew of the other's marriage.
Two Babes Bom as Hospital Burm.
Quebec. Two children were born
while flames were eating their way
through a hospital here. One child was
born as Its mother was being carried
to safety, and the other arrived after
the mother was placed In a nearby
building.

Willi Fund for New York Bread Line.
New York. A futjd to maintain a
bread line In New York City is left
by the will of Frederick Bertuch,
wealthy business man, who died reThe will nlsii
cently in F.ngland.
leaves $100,000 to assist poor student
through Columbia university.

1
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For many yean druggists have watched
with much interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
the great kidney, liver and bladder medicine.
It ia a physician'! prescription.
mediia a strengthening
Swamp-Roo- t
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
haii stood the test of years.
Swamp-Roo- t
It is sold by all druggists on its merit and
it should help you. No other kidney medicine has so many friends.
and atart
Be sure to got Swamp-Roo- t

Clean wooden floors, linoleum,
tile, marble, concrete, with

s

SAPOLIO
Makes all house- cleaning easy.
Large cake
No waste
SJa MaMfictom
Soai Co.

beck Mwfu't
NewTerk,

U.S.A.

once.

However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten centB to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.

Necessity Is not so much the mother of invention as a desire to elude
disagreeable work.

FROM

Pills and salts give temporary relief from constipation only at the expense of permanent injury, says an
eminent medical authority.
Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
Science has found a newer, better
wav u mcuns as simple as Nature
then take Z or 3 for a few nights after, lhey restore
the organs to their proper functions and Headache
Itself.
CARTER
and the causes of it pass away.
In perfect health a natural lubricant
THEY REGULATE THE BOWELS and
keeps the food waste soft and moving.
But when constipation exists this natPREVENT CONSTIPATION
Mediural lubricant Is not sufficient.
Onulne hear
ivnature
cal authorities have found that the
S&gZZcC Small Pill; Small DoM;SmaBrnt
gentle lubricating action of N'ujol most mean
closely resembles that of Nature's own
lubricant. As Nujol is not a laxative
It cannot gripe. It is in no sense a
medicine. And like pure water It Is
harmless and pleasant.
Nujol Is prescribed by physicians ;
CET RUDY NOW!
used In leading hospitals, (let a bottle
JU Onca
K3 MB Smhu-HSuspenders and Garters
from your druggist today.
Write fur MtrMovHl

IVER
PILLS

Read

Miss Deatron Campbell, candidate for school superin-

I I

I

IITTLE

of service in that capacity.

his fitness for office.

111

IGK HEADACHE

qualified for the work and has proven his ability by two years

Florencio Jiron, candidate for probate judge, has

111

Them.

specimens for the American Museum
of Natural History.
On one of his exploring trips Mr.
Holt and a companion got lost in the
jungle and ran out of food.
"We lived mostly on monkeys during the 2"i days," he said, "but on one
occasion we bad to resort to eating
We
snake stew or face starvation.
ate the stew. We had killed a poisonous snuke about nine feet long, cut
off Its head, took out the sirloin and
It tasted something like
stewed It.
eel. Not so good, you know, but then
anything tastes good when you're real
hungry."

Embraced

10

T

Discovery by Scientists Hat Replaced

Q

qualified by training and experience for the office.

SWAMP-ROO-

Keep Painted Woodwork CLEAN

RECOMMEND

LAXATIVES

A. T. Chavez, candidate for county clerk, is especially

August Kiehne, candidate for county treasurer.

WHY DRUGGISTS

FREEDOM

of the Socorro State Bank.

A successful business man.

dyes or tints as you wish

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

A woman's wrap may not be warm
on a cold day, but If it Is becoming
to her she doesn't care.

treatment at

o

twenty-eigh-

Republican government is a government for the people,
the
of
people and by the people.
Republicans stand for reasonable taxation ; for economical administration of governmental affairs.
The nominees on the county Republican ticket are
incumbent in office and seek
all
nearly
You know what the county has done under their

0 Oents

Insures Fresh Charm to Old Shawls

RAT

FIGHTS

FOR

Po what your mother tells you
from father Is the best known slogan In a happy family.
To Have a Clear Sweet Skin
redness, roughness
pimples,
or itching, if any, with Cutlcura Ointment, then bathe with Cutlcura Soap
and hot water. Rinse, dry gently and
dust on a little Cutlcura Talcum to
leave a fascinating fragrance on skin.
Everywhere 25c each. Advertisement.
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Lightning Kills Five Cows
Attached to One Chain
New York. Five cows, all attached to t lie same chain were
killed on Frank Ford's farm, a
tew miles from the village of
llnlcinville. Orange county, by n
bolt of lightning.
Another bolt
ripped off a section of the
steeple of Grace churcH In Port
lervls.

Rx.
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Ask Your Dealer- - If
he bun't them, tend
name. Look for "NU WAY" on
bock If,
aocept no ubatltutte.
Street Suspender Co,
DeptE5310 Adrian, Mich,

mn

"Traisp-r- t'
Umi
TrMurt"
morelwe
fnu. Man mre ntoney-catWh.n Whir How t Trapebd
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NOTHING NORMAL ABOUT HER

WAS

Critic Asserts Author

Married

Is All Wrong in
His Description of Heroine of
His Tale.
t

COVERED HIS RETREAT

Harold (. Armstrong, the author 'of
"For Itlcher, for I'oorer," apparently
has no desire to enroll himself In the
If He Kept On.
younger generation. At any rale his
herine Is flamboyantly an
In Ceoriria thev loll of a young
girl. On page lfiS we read, "All
clergyman, newly settled over a large at once Mnriou let down her hair."
parish, who had occasional tils of em- More than that. Kenneth (iramling, the
barrassment when standing before his hero, was thrilled thereby. "It was
a symbol. They kissed.
congregation.
inhibitions vanished. They were
One Sunday, after rending a notice of
a woman s missionary meeting to be normal people, after all."
Marlon did not seem so to us. We
held in the chnnel a few days later,
do not think she should be allowed to
he endeavored to mid a special appeal
of his own for a large attendance.
qualify. If she had been a normal
After slating that it was to lie a heroine of today, It would have been
nieetliiir of treat interest and Import
the hair which hail vanished nnd the
ance, he said : "We, the women of this Inhibitions which were let down.
"
Hey wood Itroun in the New York
congregation
a
Hushed countenance he World.
With
stopped and retraced his steps.
'We. who are the women of this con
Spoiled Mother.
Elderly Hostess Heally, I am
gregation," he began.
No child bus ever spoken to
This was no better, and be beat a
hlnshlnir retreat by savins: "Let us me like that In my life
lietty Exactly; that's
sing the four hundred and first hymn."
the way you've been spoiled. Judge.
Philadelphia Ledger.
Probably Young Clergyman Feared He
Would Get Into Yet Deeper Water

Deep-encyste-

hor-ritle-

,T WEWYORn,W.V.U

A

FACT ACCOMPLISHED
Men Will Be at No Loss

Understand That Further
Was Useless.

tsie

Forty-sevent- h

outcome.
As the

slowed down for tlm
street crossing the woman remnlned seated, and the nam renewed his argument. It was a word
In the final veto, however, which especially attracted the audience. Every
ninrrled man present understood.
"There Is no use talking," the wom"I have
an declared with finality.
made up our minds." Now York
bus

Knrty-seeon-

Times.
A cannibal may be classed as one
who loves his fellow men.

first!

nights and daytime irritation, when
drinking, often require a call on the
grocer to avoid a later call on the doctor.
Postum, instead of coffee, has brought restful nights
and brighter days for thousands of people together with
complete satisfaction to taste.
You will enjoy the full, rich flavor and aroma of
Postum, and nerves will be free from any possibility of
irritation from coffee's drug, caffeine. You can begin the
test today with an order to your grocer.

SLEEPLESS

Postum comes in two forms: Instant
instantly in the cup by the addition
Cereal (in packages, for those who
while the meal is being prepared)made

Postum (in tins) prepared
of boiling water. Postum
prefer to make the drink
by boiling fully 20 minutes.

Postum for Health
There's a Reason
Mad

by Postum

Cnul

to

Argu-me-

A couple was sealed nil the top of
a Fifth avenue bus and their words
reached everyone around them, ty)
ventured a timid suggestion that they
street. She
get off lit
had decided upon a street further
south ami said so witli tlnulily. An
argument followed, If a conversation
can he called an argument in which
pne side has so much the best of it.
The people listening In from nearby
seats were naturally Interested In the

jrlj

trian

New York. Emboldened by hunger, a
huge rat, one of a number seen recently just outside of Bronx park, attacked Helen Miller, four years old,
playing with other children and tore
away a piece of one stocking before
an onlooker clutched the animal by Its
tull and dashed it to death on the
sidewalk.
She dropped a box of crackers she
was currying. Instantly the rat ran
toward her from Its biding place at
the fence. Her socks bad slipped down
over her shoe tops and the rat, presumably trying to bite her, sunk Its
teeth In the sock.
Half a dozen,
A rat hunt ensued.
all large anil vicious, were killed.
Keepers in the Bronx zoo said the
rats went Inlo the lion and tiger cages
In search of scraps of meat.

!

UnrqaaJM for Comfort and
Stretch Guaranteed,
Tbonnandft tnt two and three

CRACKER

Rodent Attacks Little Girl on Street-PedesGrabs It by Tail
and Killa It.

;

IS!

Co., Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

ELECTION

PROCLAMATION

Department of the Inerior, U. S. Land
office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,

Public notice Is hereby given that
pursuant to paragraph 1977 of the
October 3, 1922.
compiled laws of 1915 a general 'elecNotice is hereby given that Jose tion for the selection of state and
Ygnacio Aragon, of Magdalena, New county officers will be held in Catron
Mexico, who on September 25th, 1922, County on the Tuesday next after the
made additional Homestead entry No. first Monday of November 1922, which
023929, for S
Section 15, E'4 NE4 date of said election is November 7th,
Section 22; Sft NWtf,
Section
23, 1922; and that at said
election all
2
S, range 14 W. N. M. P. qualified voters will be entitled
to
township
filed
notice of intention vote for their choice for the follow-ing- n
meridian, has
to make final three year proof, to esnamed officers, viz;
tablish claim to the land above deFor United States Senator to represcribed, before Justiniano Baca, U. S. sent New Mexico in the United States
at Magdalena, New Senate; Stephen B. Davis, East Las
Commissioner,
Mexico, on the 23rd day of November, ' Vegas, N. M. ; A. A. Jones, East Las
I
1922.
Vegas; Dr. T. C. Rivera, Chamito,
Calimant names as witnesses
N. M.
Manual Zamora, of Mangas, New
to represent
One Representative
Mexico; Libor Baldonaldo, of Mangas, New Mexico in the lower house of
New Meico; Jose Y. Sanchez, of Datil, Congress:
Adelia
New Mexico and J P. Romero of Mag
Santa Fe, N. M.; John Morrow, Raton,
New
Mexico.
dalena,
N. M.; A. E. Moon, Otto Santa Fe,
Nemecia Ascarate,
Co., N. M,
Governor of New Mexico: C, L. Hill,
Register.
Hill, N. M.; James F. Hinkle, Roswell

YOUR

PROTECTION

Otero-Warre- n,

YOU NOT ONLY PROTECT YOUR

NOTICE

savings, but you get paid for doing so when you have
a savings account at this bank.
Money

that's idle means money wasted.

Put

your saving to work and watch the interest grow. We
watch both the pricipal and interest for you and

re-

lieve you of all the banking worries.

FOR

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S.Land
office at Las Cruces,
New
Mexico,
October 3, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Mary E.
Chrlstensen, of Caddo, Texas, who on
August 8, 1912, made Desert Land
entry No. 07267, for SA SWhi, Section
4; NW&; KM SWA, Section 9, town
ship 6 S. Range 12 W , N. M. P. Meri
dian, has filed notice of intention to
make final proof, relief having been
granted under the act of March 4,
1915, to establish claim to the land
above
before Justiniano
described,
Baca, U. S. Commissioner, at Magda
lena, New Mexico, on the 24th day of
November, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
of
Josephine Jensen,
Magdalena,
New Mexico; Frank Landavazo, of
New
Datil,
Mexico; Boney Landavazo,
of Magdalena, New Mexico;
S. C.
Chrlstensen, of Magdalena, New Mex
ico.

Nemecia Ascarate,
Register.

SAFETY

HONESTY

o

COURTESY

SERVICE

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
October 5, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Frank
C. Mathers, of Greens Gap, New Mex-

THE
RESERVE STATE BANK

When in Need of

ico, who

on March

made
20,
1918,
No. 017713, for WA
SWVi, Sec. 21, township
13 W., N. M. P, Meridian,
has

homestead entry

SE, SE,

range
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Justiniano Baca, U. S. Commissioner, at
Magdlena, New Mexico, on the 25th
day of November, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
L. R. Mathers, N. A. Riggers, L. B.
Moore and John A. Lawrence, all of
Greens Gap, New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Register
2S,

0

NOTICE

Of

anything in the line of

General Merchandise
GIVE US A TRIAL

T.C. TURK, Reserve, N.M.

The Reserve Garage
Lathe Work

Central Repairing,
Oxy-Acetyle- ne

Welding

Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED

Phone No.

3.

A. G. HILL, Manager

Reserve Mercantile Co.
Hamilton Brown Shoes

New Stock Ladies' Oxfords
Endicott-Johnso- n

shoes
Silk and wool hose

Creamery butter
Fresh cheese

Outing flannels
Sweaters
Winter clothing

Honeydew mellons
and

Other perishable goods

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

FOR PUBLICATION

N. M.
Governor:
Eufracio
Lieutenant)
Gallegos, Gallegos, N. M. ; D. D. Gregg
Columbus, Luna Co., N. M.
Secretary of State, J. A. DesGeorges,
Taos, N. M. ; Soledad C. Chacon, Al
buquerque, N. M.; L G. Bigsbee, En
clno, Torrance Co., N. M
One justice of the Supreme Court
of New Mexico: R. P. Barnes, Albu
querque, N. M.; Snm G. Bratton,
Clovis, N. M.; A. J. McDonald, Clay
ton, N. M,
One Commissioner
of public lands
Frederick Muller, Santa Fe, N. M
Justiniano Baca, Magdalena, N. M,
W. D. Berry, Abbott, N. M.
Attorney General: A A. Sedillo, Al
buquerque, N. M.; Milton J. Helmlck,
N. M.; Thos. S. Savage,
Albuquerque,
Clayton, N. M.
State Auditor:
Hilario Delgado,
Santa Fe, N. M.; Juan N. Vigil, Telpa,
M
E.
N. M.;
Keegan, Canton, N. M
State Treasurer: : O. A. Matson, Al
buquerque, N. M.; J. W. Corbin, Es
tancia, N, M.; M. A. Higglns, Spring.
er, N. M.
of
State Superintendent
Public
instructions: Maud L. Blaney, Carri
zozo, N. M.; Isabel Eckles, Silver City,
N. M.; Mrs. Hat tie Kimball, Estancia,
N. M,
One member of the Corporation
Commission: Pleasant A. Hill, Espan
ola, N. M.: Bonifacio Montoya, Ber
nallillo, N. M.; W. R. Green, Albu
querque, N. M

DEMOCRATIC
CANDIDATES
Catron County, New Mexico
Sheriff, Abb Alexander, Aragon, N.
Mex.
Probate Judge, P. A. Romero, Re
serve, N. Mex.
Assessor J. C. Scott, Reserve, N. M,

Treasurer, Fred Baldwin, Datil,

N,

Mex
Co, Clerk, E. P. Baca, Mangas, N. M,
School Supt., Mrs F.
D.
Pullen,
Greens Gap, N. M.
Co, Com. 1st. Dist Ramon vGarcia,
Quemado, N. M.
Co. Com, 2nd Dist. Emil Kiehne,

day of November, 1922,
Senator from the 14th Senatorial
District: T. C. Turk, Reserve, N. M.
Representatives for the Second Representative District: Tircio Ortega
Vegulta, N, M, and Ramon Barreras
San Marcial, N. M.
We ehreby authorize by resolution
duly adopted as appears by the minutes thereof authorized and empowered the Central Committees of the Democratic party in the counties of Catron and Socorro of the State of New
Mexico to fill any and all vacancies
upon said ticket caused by the death,
declination or retirement of any can
didate nominated by said convention
IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have
hereunto set our hands this 13th day
of October,

1922.

Mellton Torres,
Chairman and presiding officer of
'
00
said convention.
W, J. Joyse,
of
said Convention.
Secretary
THIS IS TO CERTIFY, that, at a
convention of the Republicans of the
State of New Mexico, assembled In
the City of Albuquerque in the State
of New Mexico for the purpose of
placing in nomination a state ticket
to be voted on by the electorate on
the 7th day of November, 1922, the
the undersigned, were, at the said
convention held as aforesaid on the
7th, 8th and 9th days of September
selected
as permanent
1922,
duly
chairman and secretary respectively;
that, by a resolution duly passed by
the AMERICAN
said convention,
FLAG was duly adopted as the offiof the REPUBLICAN
cial emblem
PARTY of the State of New Mexico;
and we further, certify that he following named persons were duly placed in nomination for the office opposite their respective names, as fol-

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
RESERVE PUBLISHING
J. E. RHEIN

COMPANY, PUBLISHERS
EDITOR

AND GENERAL

MANAGER.

Published every Thursday at the Gaunt Building, Reserve, New Mexico
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the
at Reserve, New Mexico,
under set of Congrss of March 2, 1879.
post-offi-

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
One Year in Advance- -

--

American Eagle resting on a shield,
and is on file in the office of the Sec
retary of State of New Mexco, at
Santa Fe, eNw Mexico.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have
hereunto set our hands this 21st day
of September, 1922.
S. L. Young,
Permanent Chairman and presiding
Officer of said Convention.
Attest:
Bryan O. Reall,
Secretary of said Convention.

S2.00

Miss Deatron Campbell, of Luna, N.
for County School Superintendent

M.,

Catron County.
Richard D. Gile, of Quemado, N. M.
for County Commissioner, 1st District,
Catron County
Ramon Trujlllo, of Aragon, N. M.
for County Commissioner 2nd Dist.,
Catron County.
S, J. Kidder, of Mogollon, N. M. for
3rd District,
County Commissioner,
Catron County
Florencio Jiron, of Aragon, N. M.
for Probate Judge, Catron County.
Saturino Gutierrez, of Quemado, for
County Surveyor, Catron County.
We furthur cerify that the above
named persons were duly placed in
nomination for the offices placed JUBt
below their .respective names
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, we
have hereunto set our signatures this
16th day of October, 1922.
L. A. JESSEN,
Chairman Republican County Con.

CERTIFICATE OF NOMINATION
We, the undersigned presiding of- ncers ana secretary respectively of a
regular convention of the Democra
tic party of the county of Catron held
in the town of Reserve, New Mexico
on the 7th day of October, 1922 pur
suant to call issued by the chairman
and secretary of the Democratic Cen
tral Committee of the said county and
attended by the duly accredited delegates regularly chosen for Catron vention.
ROBERT S. BLATCHFORD,
County, do hereby certify that the folSecretary Republican County Con
lowing persons were duly nominated
as the candidates of the Democratic vention.
party for the following named offices
lows,
STEPHEN B. DAVIS, JR. of the at the General election to be held withCERTIFICATE OF NOMINATION
Catron County, State of New Mexicounty of San Miguel for United in
States Senator, for the term of six co on the seventh day of November,
1922.
years. (Address, East Las Vegas )
We, the undersigned, presiding of
Sheriff, Abb Alexander, Aragon, N.
ADELINA OTERO WARREN, of
ficer, and the secretary, respectively,
Mex.
santa Fe for Representative to the
Assessor, J. C. Scott, Reserve, N. M. of a convention of the REPUBLICAN
h
Congress of" the United
of the County of Catron, State
Couny Clerk,
Eugenlo P. Baca, Party,
States, for the term of two years,
of New Mexico, held in the town of
Mangas, N. M.
(Address, Santa Fe.)
County
Treasurer, Fred Baldwin, Reserve, New Mexico, on he 14th day
II. P. BARNES, of the county of
of October, A. D, 1922, pursuant to a
Bernalillo, for Justice of the Supreme Datil, N. M.
Co. School Supt, Mrs. F. D. Pullen, call Issued by the chairman and se
Court to fill vacancy caused by the
cretary of the Republican Central
resignation of Chief Justice Roberts, Greens Gap, N. M.
Committee of said County and attend
Commissioners:
for the term of two years. (Address,
ed by the duly accredited delegates
Northern
Ramon
Garcia,
District,
Albuquerque.)
regularly chosen for said Catron
C. L. HILL of the county of of Dona Quemado, N. M.
Central District, Emll Klehne, Re- County, New Mexico, do hereby certiAna for Governor, for the term of two
fy that the following persons were
serve, N, M.
years (Address, Hill.)
Southern District, C. W. Parks, duly nominated as the candidates of
EUFRACIO F. GALLEGOS, of the
the REPUBLICAN party for he fol
county of Harding, for Lieutenant Glenwood, N. M.
Probate Judge, P. A. Romero, Re- lowing named offices at the general
Governor, fo rthe term of two years,
election to be held within Catron
serve, N. M.
(Address, Galelgos.)
Surveyor, Jack Russell, Luna, N M. County, State of New Mexico on the
J. E. DESGEORGES, of the county
We hereby authorize by resolution 7th day of Novembef, A. D, 1922.
of Taos for Secretary of State for the
W. J. Jones, of the County of Catduly adopted as appears by the minuterm of two years. (Address, Taos.)
A. DELGADO,
HILARIO
of the tes thereof authorized and empower the ron for Representative to the State
Legislature, to represent Catron and
county of Santa Fe, for State Auditor, Central Committee of the Democratic Socorro
Counties.
for the term of two years, (Address, Party of Catron County, New Mexico
to fill any and all vacancies upon said
(Address, Reserve, N. M.)
Santa Fe.)
E.
ticket
J, Baca, of Quemado, N. M. for
caused by the death declination
O. A. MATSON, of the county
of
sheriff of Catron County.
Bernalillo, for State Treasurer, for the or retirement of any candidate nomRobt. S. Blatchford, of Frisco, N. M.
term of two years. (Address, Albu- inated by said convention.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have for Assessor of Catron County.
querque.)
A. T. Chavez, of Lower Plaza, FrisA
ANTONIO
of the hereunto set our hands this 7th day
SEDILLO,
co, N. M. for county clerk of Cabroir
for Attorney of October, 1922.
county of Bernalillo,
Count.
C, A. Ketner,
General, for the term of two years.
Chairman and presiding officer of
(Address, Albuquerque.)
The average man believes that the
MAUDE L. BLANEY, of the county said convention.
A. D. Anderson,
proof of the pudding is not in the eatof Lincoln, for Superintendent of Pub
ing but in the effect it has on a fellow
lic Instruction for the term
of two
Secretary of Said Convention,
after he has eaten it.
0
years. (Address, Carrizozo.)
0
August Kiehne, of Reserve, N. M.
FREDRICK HULLER, of the coun(Subscribe for the Advocate)
ty of Santa Fe for Commissioner of for Treasurer Catron County.
Public Lands for the term of two
years, (Address,' Santa Fe.)
PLEASANT H. HILL, of the county of Rio Arriba, for Corporation
Commissioner
for the term of six
years. (Address, Espanola.)
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, we
our signa
have hereunto attached
tures this the 16th day of September,
1

--

Sixty-Eight-

Reserve, N. M.
Co. Com. 3rd. Dist. C. W. Parks
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
office at Las Cruces, New Mexico, Glenwood, N. M.
Surveyor, J. F. Russell, Luna, N M.
October 5, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Leigh
REPUBLICAN TICKET
R. Mathers, of Greens Gap, New MexRobt. S. Blachford
ico, who on March 20, 1918, made For Assessor
E. J. Baca
homestead entry No. 017715, for the For Sheriff
W, J. Jones
SE"4 Section 28, T. 2 S R. 13 'W., For Representative
A. T. Chavez
and on April 11, 1921, made Additional For County Clerk.
For Treasurer
August Klehne
homestead entry No. 017716, forW
For Trobate Judge
Florencio Jiron
WA Sec,. 27, NE4 NE4 NE& NW
For School Sup.,Miss Deatron Camp
NW
SH NWtt;
SWA, Sec. 28,
bell.
Township 2 S. range 13 W., N. M. P For
County Surveyor.... S. Gutierrez
Meridian, has filed notice of intention ,
Commissioners
to make final three year proof to establish claim to the land above des- First District MaJ. R, D. Glle, Que
mado,
cribed, before Jutsiniano Baca, U. S,
Ramon Trujlllo 1922.
at Magdalena, N. m! Second District
Commissioner,
Hugh B. Woodward,
Third
District, S. J. Kidder, oMgollon
on the 25th day of November, 1922.
Chairman Republican State Con
This is to give further notice by
Claimant names as witnesses:
F. C. Mathers, L. B. Moore, N. A. proclamation that the following are vention,
ATTEST:
Biggers and John A. Lawrence, all of the names 0 fthe candidates for each
Jose D. Sena,
of said office to be filled at the said
Greens Gap, New Mexico.
Secretary Republican State Con
and
same
election
on
are
in
the
file
Nemecia Ascarate,
the office of the County Clerk to vention.
Register.
gether with the Post Office address of CERTIFICATE OF NOMINATION
o
List
A
No.1 each said candid te
It is further proclaimed and ordered We, the undersigned presiding of
RESTORATION
TO ENTRY OF
ficer and secretary, respectively, of a
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST that the polls in each voting place of
regular convention of the Democratic
Notice is hereby given that the Catron County to be opened for votarty of the State of New Mexico,
lands described below, embracing ing from 9 a. m. of said date until 6 held
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on
635.84 acres, within the Datil National P. m
the
of August and 1st and
By Board of County Commissioners 2nd 31st, day
Forest, New Mexico, will be subject to
of September, 1922, pursudays
of
Catron
County.
settlement and entry under the pro
ant to a call issued by the Chairman
S, J. KIDDER,
visions of the homestead always of the
and Secretary
o fthe Democratic
of
Chairman
the
Board,
United States and the act of June 11
State Central Committee of New MexAttest:
1906 (34 Stat., 233), at
the United
ico, and attended by duly accredited
A. T, CHAVEZ,
States land office at Las Cruces, New
delegates regularly chosen from the
Clerk.
County
Mexico, on March 20, 1923,
by any
various counties of the State of New
quaunea person except that for a Oct. 28, Nov. 4
Mexico, do hereby certify that the fol
period of 90 days prior to said date,
lowing persons were duly nominated
SOCIALIST TICKET
the land will be subject to a prefer
as the candidates of the Democratic
For U. S. Senator: Dr, T. C. Rivera,
ence right of
men of the
Party for the following named offices
war with Germany. Such
Chamito, Rio Arriba Co.
at the
election to be held with
For Rep. t Congress: A E. Moon in the general
men, in order to avail themselves of
State of New Mexico on the
their preference rights, must file their Otto, Santa Fe Co.
Seventh day of November, 1922:
For Justice Supreme Court: A. J,
applications on or after November
United States Senator, Andrieus A.
29, 1922, but prior to March 20, 1923.
New
Mexico.
McDonald, Clayton,
Jones, E. Las Vegas, N. M.
For Governor: T. S. Smith, Estan
All such applications filed on or afcer
Representative in 68th Congress of
November 29, 1922, but prior to De- cia Torrance Co.
the U. S., John Morrow, Raton, N. M.
For Lieut. Gov.: D. D, Gregg, Colum
cember 20, 1922 will be treated as
Governor, James F. Hinkle RoBwell,
simultaneously filed at 9 a, m. on bus, Luna Co.
N. M.
For Sec. of State: D. J. Bigsbee,
December 20, 1922. All such appli
Lieutenant Governor, Jose A, Baca,
cations filed on or after December Enclno, Torrance Co.
N. M.
For State Treasurer: M. A Higglns, I'endaries,
20, 1922, but prior to March 20, 1923,
Justice of Supreme Court, (to fill
will be treated in the order in which Springer, Colfax, Co.
vacancy) Sam G. Bratton, Clovis, N.
For Commissioner Public Lands: W, Mex:
filed.
Applications may be filed by
D.
the general public within
20
Berry, Abbott, Colfax Co
Commissioner
of
Public
days
Lands,
For Supt. Public Instruction: Mrs. Justiniano Baca,
20,
1923,
prior to March
and
Magdalena, N. M.
Hattle
be
will
as
Torrance
Kimball,
treated
simultaneEstancia,
Member of State Corporation Com
ously filed at 9 a. m. on March 20, Co. ,
mission, Bonifacio Montoya, Bernalil
1923. Shi Lot 1, Lot 2, NW
For State Auditor: E M. Keegan, lo, N. M.
Lot2,
E
Lot 3, WA NEV4 SW&, N SE4 Canton, De Baca Co.
of State, Soledad C. Cha
For Attorney General: Thos. S, ron,Secretary
SW14, SEW SE
SW4, WA SWA
Albuquerque, N. M.
Co.
3 S
Sec.
Union
T.
21,
Savage,
Clayton,
N.
W.,
R.21
State
SE,
John W. Corbin,
For Corporation Commissioner! W Esancia, Treasurer,
M. P. M., containing 168.36 acres. Lot
N. M,
3, 4,
NE
SWA, SE14 SWtt, R. Green, Albuquerque, Bernalillo Co'.
State Auditor, Juan N. Vigil, Talpa,
Sec. 16 N
Lot 1, Sec. 21, T. 3 S., R.
N. M.
21 W.,' N. M. P. M.,
containing 157.48. CERTIFICATE OF NOMINATION
Attorney General, Milton J. Helmlck
acres. S'A NE
NEH, NWW NW
We, the undersigned presiding of Albuquerque, N. M.
SV4
NW14 NE, SV4 NEW, E
ficer and secretary, respectively of a
NE4,
Supenntenednt of Public Instruc- WA NEW
NE4 NWU, E
NW4 regular convention of the Democartlc ion, Isabel L. Eckles, Silver City, N.
Sec. 16, T. 3 S:, R, 21 W
N. party of the counties of Catron and Mex.
M. P. M
containing 160.00 acres. Socorro held In San Marcial, N. M.
We' hereby further certify that the
SWW NWW, SWW SEW NWW, Ntt on the 13th day of October, 1922, pur- said convention
by resolution
duly
NWW SWW. SEW NWW SWW NEW suant to call issued
by the chairman adopted, as appears by the minutes
SWW, NEW SEW SWW, SWW NWW and
of
the Democratic thereof, authorized and employed the
secretary
SEW, NH SWW SEW Sec. 15, T. 3 S., Central Committees
of the respective Central Committee of the Democratic
R. 21 W
N. M. P. M., containing counties and attended by the duly Party of the State of New Mexico to
160.00 acres. The total area
of the accredited delegates
said
regularly chosen fill any and all vacancies
tracts is 635.84 acres. Listed without from the two counties named, do ticket caused by the death,upon
declina
applicant. The above lands comprise hereby cerify that the following per- tion' or retirement of any candidate
four separate tracts and should be sons were duly nominated as the cannominated by said convention.
restored to entry as Individual units didates ot the Democratic Party for
Whereby further certify that the
and entry allowed only as such. List the following named
offices
at the emblem adopted by said convention
23,
General
1922,
election to be held within the as the emblem of the Democratic party
September
(Signed)
Gee. R. Wlckham, Assistant Commiscounties of Catron and Socorro of the n the official ballot at Bald general
sioner of the General Land Office.
state of New Mexico on the seventh election la a representation of the

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
MAGDALENA,

NEW MEXICO

5 PER CENT PAID
ON TIME DEPOSITS
s

The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County
YOUR PATRONAGE 'SOLICITED

MAGDALENA MERCANTILE
-:-

-

COMPANY

The Cash Store
GROCERIES,

DRY GOODS, BOOTS AND SHOES,

HARDWARE, TINWARE, FARM IMPLEMENTS

MEAT MARKET
GASOLINE

FILLING STATION

Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Filled
MAGDALENA,

NEW MEXICO

